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I Annual Report

on

Strengthening of NIAI Matrix Composites
N00014-91-J-1353

1. Summary

An investigation was undertaken to determine if by cryomilling NiAJ and "FB2 powders
ultra fine subgrain or grain size material could be obtain. If this ultra fine grain size
composite were produced then it was assumed there should be a significant increase in
the strength. Cryomilling did decrease the grain or subgrain size but the strength of the
20 V% TiB?/NiAJ composite was the same as 20 V% TiB2 made by the XDTM process.
AJso, a 0 V% TiBINiAJ composite produced from cryomilled NiAJ was about the same
strength as the 20 V% TiBINiAJ composites. The above mentioned composites were
made by HIPPing and extrusion. If the 0 V% TiB?/NiAJ cryomilled composite is tested in
the as HIPPed condition, the strength is much greater.

A TEM investigation has shown that in case of extruded cryomilled composites there
is a dispersion of small 10-20 nm AJ203 and AJN particles. In the case of the as HIPPed
cryomilled composite, the A1203 and AiN formed a network at the grain boundaries.

It may be speculated that the greater strength of the as HIPPed composite could be
due to the network of Ai20 3 and AiN acting as a continuous filament.

The various theories that have been proposed to account for fracture toughness of
discontinuous metal matrix composites, or the lack there of, were examined. It was
observed that the fracture toughness is independent of particle size and the fracture
proceeds through the matrix. A significant factor which has not been considered in the
past is that the matrix is in a severely cold worked condition. The cold worked state is the
major factor contributing to the low fracture toughness of discontinuous metal matrix
composites.

The Finite Element Method (FEM) was employed to investigate the matrix plastic flow
in a whisker reinforced SiC/Al composite under external tensile load. It was found that the
plastic zone induced by the plastic relaxation of thermal stresses expands under the
external tensile load. The overall matrix plastic flow was characterized by the expansion
and interconnection of the plastic zones around whiskers. This process can be divided
into several characteristic stages, and related to the global stress-strain relationship. It
was also found that composite asymmetric constitutive response to extemal tensile and
compressive loads as well as the composite asymmetric Bauschinger behavior was due
to the thermally induced plasticity and residual stresses.I
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Interfaces in XD Processed TiB 2/NiAI Composites

L. WANG and R.J. ARSENAULT

Interfaces of TiB,-NiAl and a-AIO,-NiAl in TiB,/NiAI composites have been investigated by
analytical electron microscopy. Although no consistent crystallographic orientation relationships
have been found between NiAI and TiB, or AI.O,. semicoherent interfaces between a-AO,0,
and NiAI have been observed by high-resolution electron microscopy (HREM) in areas where
the low indexed crystallographic planes of a-Al2 O, aligned with that of NiAI. No semicoherent
interfaces between NiAi and TiB, have been observed. Silicon segregation was consistently
detected by X-ray energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) at the TiB2 /NiAI interface region.
Segregation has not been detected in the a-AlO,-NiAl interface region. The segregation layer
observed at the TiB.-NiAI interface is too thin to absorb any of the thermal residual stress.

1. INTRODUCTION (Bethesda. MD). A series of compression tests at 1033.
1143. and 1273 K were performed in the strain-rate range

IT is generally accepted that excellent bonding be- from 10 'to 10 2 s '. The transmission electron micros-
tween the metal matrix and the ceramic reinforcement copy (TEM) foils were obtained from the compressive-
can be achieved by the XD* (exothermic dispersion) tested sample by electric discharge machining disks with

*XD is a trademark of Martin Marietta Corporation. Bethesda. Mi). a thickness of 0.5 mm and then dimple grounding to a
thickness of 0.07 to 0. 1 mm at the center. Foils for con-

process for several of the metal matrix composites rein- ventional TEM were prepared by twin-jet electrolytic
forced with TiB, particles, such as TiB,-NiAl.' -12 polishing in a 5 pct perchloric acid-ethanol solution.
TiB,-TiAI,"' and TiB,-AI alloy.)"l During the XD pro- whereas samples for high-resolution electron microscopy
cess. the TiB, particles are formed in situ in the molten (HREM) were prepared in the same way as for conven-
metal matrix, so they have clean, nonoxidized interfaces tional TEM except they were ion milled from 10 minutes
and typically are single crystals of high purity. Usually, to I hour to clean the surface as the final procedure.
the crystal structures of the metal matrix and the ceramic Most of the conventional TEM work was carried out on
particles are so different that no simple topotaxial rela- the I MeV high-voltage electron microscope (H\VEM) at
tionship exists"u in XD-processed metal-matrix compos- the Argonne National Laboratory (Argonne. IL). High-
ites. Recently, it was found that during high-temperature resolution electron microscopy and X-ray energy-
defornation, dislocations can be generated from a matrix- dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analyses were performed
particle interface into both the nii-:r; and the particles on a JEOL 2(XX) FX analytical microscope. The X-ray
in XD processed TiB,/NiAI composi,,. 1 I• Therefore, wavelength dispersive spectroscopy (WDS) analyses were
interface structures might be very important in control- carried out on a JEOL "4)A scanning electron microscope.
ling the mechanical properties at these composites. It is necessary to tilt the sample to such an orientation
However, another intriguing observation concerning the that strong low-index reflections exist on both sides of'
TiB 2/NiAI composites is the lack of dislocation goncr- the inteiface and. for best results, the electron beam is
ation due to cooling from the high-temperature ( 1673 K) parallel to the interface when performning IIREM inves-
annealing.'1" The predicted thermal residual stress should tigations of these composites. Although there is a very
be very large, and this stress should be relieved by dis- small chance of obtaining tv, o-dimensional (2-D) lattice
location generation.'"7 It is possible that an interface layer fringes on both sides of the interlace, when the orien-
exists between the TiB2 and the NiAI which can act as tation relationship between the particles and the matrix
a stress absorber.'7 ' is random. it is usually not difficult to get one-dimensional

The purpose of the current investigation was to deter- (I-I)) lattice fringes in both the matrix and the particles.
mine if an interface layer exists and then determine if it
is of sufficient thickness and also to determine if any
consistent crystallographic relationships could be found I. EXPERIMENTAL
between the matrix and the reinforcement. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1!. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE Figures I and 2 are TEM micrographs of t) and
20 vol pet TiB:/NiAl composites. respectively, which

Composites of 0. 10. and 20 vol pet TiBe/NiAI were were taken on the I MeV HVEM at a low magnification.
purchased from the Martin Marietta Corporation representing the general view of the microstructures of

the composites. Particles which appeared in the 0 vol pet
L WANG. Graduate Student. and R J. ARSI:NAUILT. Profttessor. sample are (r-A1 2 ),. There may be as much as 5 to

arc Aq ith the Metallurgical Material• I.ab)ratory. D)epartment of 10 vol pet of these particles in all of the 0. 10, and 20 %ol
Materials and Nuclear E-ngineering. tUniversity ot Mar, land. (College
Park. MD 2(1742-2115 I'pe TiB:/NiAl composites. Therefore, in Figure 2. thich

Manuscript subhmtied January 3t. 1991 is a micrograph of a 20 vol pet TiB,/NiAl conmpo)site.
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.. there are particles of both TiB° and a-AI2O. Most of them
larger ones are TiB, particles, since the average particle

'F .size of a-AIO03 is smaller than that of TiB2 particles. The
grain size and particle size, including that of c-AI.O,
remain constant throughout the whole deformation pro-
cess. independent of the testing temperature and strain
rate.I

* 0. ~It has been found that the matrix composition deviated
from the stoichiometric composition by quantitative X-ray

A WDS investigations. i.e.. the matrix contains -52 at.
. ,pct nickel. Apparently, this is partly due to the fornation

of the a-AIO, particles during the processing which
consumed a certain amount of aluminum.

An investigation was undertaken to determine if any
crystallographic orientation relationships existed be-
tween the reinforcenient (including cr-AIO0) and matrix
"materials. Although. in some cases, one or two lower
indexed crystal planes of a-AlO, or TiB, phases can be

F-ig. I -[iM ricrograph of 0 %ol F.ci IliB,/NiAI com'po•c. lt.ov, aligned with that of the matrix phase. no consistent
maif 'crystallographic orientation relationships were found be-

tween the reinforcements and the matrix phase. In other
words, there was a random crystallographic orientation
relationship between the particles and the matrix. I

I towever, despite the differences between their crystal

s..l •structures and their random crystallographic orientation i
relationships, there are some interesting aspects of inter-
faces between A[,O, and NiAI. In some cases, it seems

"that one or two disordered atomic layers on the a-A[,O,
"side exist. as shown in Figure 3. It is possible that this
observation is an image effect. However. it has been
proposed that a disordered region occurs to obtain atomi-
callv well-matched interfaces where, crvstallo-
graphically, there is a large level of atomic mismatch.1"
Unfortunately. there are at least two difficulties pre-
venting us from carrying out computer image simula-
tions to interpret the observations. The first difficulty is
that the crystal orientations between NiAI and a-AIX(),
are random. As a consequence of this. there is a second
difficulty: i.e., there is a lack of theoretical models for
interface structures. There are too many possible w\ay
to construct the interface. Since the observed disordered

Fig 2 'I[M micrograph ot 20 vol pci IiB:/NiA1 'omposit. [.o%% layer is apparently in ar-AIO, which has a higher elastic

magnili ation, modulus than NiAI.r'" it makes the interpretation even I

lIg 3 t I.M nmicrograph of -,,\I.().-NiAI intert ac. Arrnm indicalt the disturhcd intlrt . Ii
10I4 VIMi I MI. 22•. .( i-Mii-.R I'",l \11! I\l.IA Hi(iA I R \N 5s\(11I()NS A I



more difficult, except we believe that elastic anoma- different lattice spacing. as shown in Figure 5. The
lies''21' of a-AILO, occur at the interface region, thickness of this layer was about 0.6 nm when the ob-

In the case of the lower indexed planes of (x-AI0, servation was made along the basal plane of TiB,.
aligned with that of the matrix, semicoherent interfaces The results discussed above indicate that the interface
were observed. For instance. Figure 4 showed a semi- layer at the TiB,-NiAl interface is very thin (0.6 nm):
coherent interface when the II (0} planes of NiAI aligned therefore, it is not thick enough to absorb the thermal
with JI 10} (in a rhombohedral coordinate system) planes residual stress, but there is a possibility that the thermal
of a-AlO. By using a hard sphere model of the inter- residual stress is relaxed by diffusion of atoms which
faces structure. the distance between misfit dislocations have a larger atomic radius than the matrix atoms in the
is 1) = dld, - d,)."' where do and d1 are the inter- interface region. This relaxation would oxcur because the
planar distances lor reinforcements and the matrix. re- matrix is in hydrostatic tension1i' and the oversized atoms
spectively. The interplanar distance-, of 110(1) plane in would reduce the stress. The possibility of segregation
NiAI and (110) planes in ar-AI(,O are 0.288 and was investigated by X-ray EDS analysis. In Figures 6
0.3479 nm. respectively. Calculated, ) - 1.673 nm. and 7. which are TEM images of (-AlO( and TiB, par-
which is 'just about six times as large as the interplanar ticles. respectively, locations A through C are the areas
distance of'((X)) planes in NiAI. In Figure 4. six of the at which the EDS micrographs were taken, which rep-

I(X)) planes in NiAI planes aligned with five of the (I 10) resent within the particles, the interface region. and the
planes in a-AI,() planes,. ith one misfit dislocation on matrix. respectively. A beam size of ---20 nmn was em-
the matrix side. This agrees with the calculated value ployed for the interface region and a slightly larger size
very well. Coherent or semicoherent interfaces between for the particle and matrix regions. In the EI)S profiles.
"TiB, and NiAI were not observed via IIREM. At the there is a small carbon peak which is due to contaniination.
TiB,-NiAl interface, there exists a very thin laver (maybe Figure 5(a) is the EDS profile taken inside an (-AlO,
a different crystal structure but one Which is too thin to particle. Apparently. there are no impurities inside the
obtain a microdiffraction pattern) of atoms which had a o-AlO, particles except for a trivial amount of nickel

Fig. 4 |IR|FM micrograph of \,-AIY-NiAI interface Arr,.. indicael the mi,,it didocations in the NiAI.

inm ?!.:t;•: N A

I-, 5 IIRI-1 miriicroieraph o• ' tll NiAA interlace .,XHr v indicate the 'tihcoin sccgerecix d I.N\cr
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0E0 2 0 0 I 0 8 10 0 II
• ' (a)

Fig. 6--TEM micrograph of ar-Al.O• particles of 0 vol pct TiBJ/NiAI •. 20 ci - - -- ___________m_

c ompsosite A •L V,

which is not much more than background. Profiles taken
in the AIO03-NiAl interface region and the NiAI matrix
close to the interface are also shown in Figures 8(b) and U
(c). A small amount of sulfur was detected both at the
interface region and in the matrix. In comparing the counts
obtained from the interface region and matrix, it is sug- c

gested that there is no preferential segment for sulfur

atoms. Figure 9(a) presents the profile obtained inside a
TiB 2 particle. TiB, particles are as pure as the a-A10 3
particles. Figures 9(b) and (c) are profiles taken of the 00 2 - - 00 o 2 0 4 , ' 0I
TiB,-NiAI interface region and of the NiAI matrix close ,1,.., (KZGV)I
to the interface. A remarkable silicon peak was found at
the interface region when comparing the profile obtained (b)
at the TiB,-NiAI interface with those obtained from the ___o__ t___
NiAI matrix or TiB, particles. Since a silicon peak was 30 I
only detected at the TiB,-NiAI interface region by EDS,

it might be speculated that this thin layer, as observed AL

in the HREM investigation, might be mainly composed ,'

(C

A ,
T i 20 0 21 0 4i 0 6I 0 a 0 10 0

Fig. 8---EDS profiles of (k-Al 2O, particles and close-bN regbohis:
(a) inside the a-Al:O, particle. (h) interface region of (Y-Al,O and

NiAI. and (c) NiAI matrix close to the a-Al.O, particle.

., _0.5 __m_ of silicon atoms. 'Fhe exact structure and composition of
this segregation layer are unknown, and we encountered

d the same difficulties in attempting to carry out a com-
Fig. 7--TFM micrograph of TiB, particles of 20 vol pet TiB,/NiAI puter image simulation as in the case of the a-AIO,-NiAl
composite. interface. However, the consistency ot the observation I
31016 VOI.UME 22A, I)E('EMBER 1t991 METAIL.LRGICAL TRANA(1*TI)NS A



i-006 tit 2 .... interfaces would probably come from impurities within
the aluminum powders which are used in the processing
of the composites. Silicon was not found at the NiAl
subgrain or grain boundaries. Obviously, the TiB2-NiAI
interfaces are energetically preferential sites for silicon
atoms. Experimentally. coherent or sereicoherent inter-
faces between NiAl and TiB, have not been observed
via HREM. Generally. interfaces in in stfu composites
"have low energies and are usually semicoherent. 1"1

However, the tendency for forning semeicoherent inter-
faces might be reduced by introducing silicon atoms to

T" the TiB.-NiAI interface region.
"C It is obvious from a consideration of the above data

T151 AL or
... that an interface layer does not exist at the AIO,-NiAI

o o 20 4 0 6 0 8 o 10 0 interface. The Si segregation laver at the TiB,-NiAI
R . . .. interface is too thin to act as a shock absorber of the

(a) thermal residual stress.
The bond strength of a metal/ceramic interface is mainly

800 cti . . determined by both the imperfections. such as voids and3II

microcracks, at or close to the interface and the work of
" "ALadhesion.".Iil This is defined as W,, = y,,, - y, - y_

, A where y,, and y, are surface energies of free surfaces of
metal and ceramic, respectively, and y,,, is the energy"; PI of a relaxed metal/ceramic interface. There is no direct

I correlation between bond strength and work adhesion in

a number of metal/ceramic interface systems. The bond
strength seems to depend mostly on the interface im-
perfections and local stresses."'5 For the TiB,/NiAl

C
T I composite samples which were deformed 30 pct at a

temperature range of 760 TC to I M() 'C. no voids, cracks
orI or any other debonding evidence has been observed at

the interface region, and the HREM investigations have
o 0 2 0 4 0 6 0 8 0 10 0 shown that both a-Al O and TiB, formed a perfect atomic

ENERGY 1(Yt) level match with the matrix materials NiAI) after de-
(b) formation. Therefore, both a-AlO, and TiBl formed an

excellent bond with the matrix (NiAI).
1000 Ct3

IN

IV. CONCLUSIONS

AL Based on the above observations, the following con-
clusions can be reached:

or
I. In XI)-processed TiB,/NiAI composites. NiAI formed

an excellent bond with the reinforcement TiB, par-
ticles, as well as with the ar-AIO( particles.

2. No consistent crystallographic orientation relation-
ships have been found between the NiAI matrix and
TiB, or a-AI(0), particles, although in some cases.

c I one or two low-indexed crystallographic planes of TiB.
TI TI or a-AIl 0 , might be aligned with those of NiAl.

0 0 2. 0 41 0 6 0 a 0 -- 3. Silicon segregation has been found in the TiB,-NiAl
,NERGY iK• Y • interface region. No coherent or sethicoherent inter-

(0.) faces have been observed between the TiB: and the
NiAI. and the Si layer is too thin to absorb any of

Fig 9 -FDS profiles ot Till: particle, ar.J clo,,-by regions: the thermal residual stress.
(aw inside the "ili particles. /hi interface r( :ion of "I'itt and NiAl 4. There is a strong tendency for the formation of senii-
kilicon K,, peaks are vlsihle) and Ic I NiAI niatrix close to the TiB, coherent interfaces between a-Ah(), and NiAI. No
parti<.'lev segregation has been found at these interfaces.

of the interface layer and Si segregation in all of the
samples investigated confirmed the existence of a Si-rich ACKNOWLEDGMEN TS
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In a recent paper, Miller and Humphreys (MH)[1] make several statements
which should be examined in further detail, and this examination will
follow. However, there i- one point that MH make which should be
emphasized; "However as the ratio of fibre length to diameter decreases,
the approximations made in the modified shear lag approach become
questionable."

First, let us begin with the general concept of strengthening of
aluminum and aluminum alloys by the addition of whisker or particulate SiC.
MH state that several factors should be included when considering
the strengthening of SiC/Al composites. Arsenault et al. have produced
numerous publications of the list of the factors which can contribute to
strengthening and have examined the contribution to strengthening of each
one of them in detail [2-31], and have concluded that the strengthening
was due to the work hardening of the matrix. For example, in one of the
reference books cited by MH, there is such a list given by Arsenault [19].

Second, let us now consider some specific points raised by MM.
One: They state that the equation derived for the strengthening due to

an increase in dislocation density generated by the difference in the
coefficients of thermal expansion should indicate that the strengthening is
directly related to volume fraction of reinforcement and inversely related
to particle size to the 1/2 power. Let us consider the equation generated
by Arsenault and Shi [8] to predict the increase in strength due to
dislocation generation by the relaxation of the thermal residual stress
which is caused by the difference in thermal coefficients of expansion
between the particulate SiC and the matrix. This particular equation
predicts (as stated when first derived) the most efficient method of.gtress
relaxation due to dislocation generation. In other words, this equation
predicts the increase in minimum dislocation density. However, more
realistic attempts to obtain the upper limit of the dislocation density due
to thermal residual stress relaxation have resulted in an unrealistically
high dislocation density.

Further, in regard to the simple equation derived by Arsenault and Shi
(8], it does show that the strength change due to dislocation generation is
a function of the volume fraction of the particulate divided by the diame-
ter of the particulate to the ½ power, i.e.,

vf
dX

Two: MH presume that dislocation generation will only occur during the
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quenching of the sample. In other words, if the sample is furnace-cooled
(cooled slower than *C./min), then there will be no dislocation generation.
In Fig. 1 (dislocation density vs. volume fraction) and Fig. 2 (dislocation
density vs. particle size) the data was obtained from samples which were
FUR•NCB-COOLED.
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If we consider the data in Figs. 1 and 2 and make the assumption that
the dislocation density is uniform (which it is not) and use the following
equation

Ao = apbApX (2)

where a is a constant ranging from 0.5 to 1.25, p is the shear modulus, b
is the Burgers vector, and Ap is the change in dislocation density due to
the LCTE effect, then it is possible the predicted increase in strength is
due to the increase in dislocation density. The predicted increases in
strength are given in Tables I and II.

Three: MH state that the change in subgrain size due SiC addition to
Al is inconsequential. Figures 1 and 2 are experimental measurements of
the decrease in subgrain size with increasing volume fraction and an
increase in subgrain size with increasing particle size. Employing this
experimental data with the experimental data of McQueen et al. [32) who
measured the change in strength of Al as a function of subgrain size, it is
possible to determine the strength increase due to the decrease in subgrain
size. As can be seen in Tables I and II, there can be a considerable
increase in the strength, for a particle size of 0.5 gm, AOsg = 131 MPa.

Four: MH state that the increase stress i.e. work hard,'ning between
the proportional limit and the yield stress defined at 0.2% offset strain
is due to the formation of Orowon loops about the Sic whiskers or
particles. It has been shown by a detailed FEM analysis that the plastic
zones around the reinforcement expand upon loading[33]. There is no
indication of deformation beginning in the matrix and expanding towards the
reinforcement.

Fifth: Let us now consider the following statement of MH, "The
strength of particulate MMCs is consistent with the estimates based on
micromechanical models developed by conventional 2-phase alloys." The
question that follows: Which conventional model has taken into account the
strengthening due to dislocation generation and the reduction in subgrain
size due to the ACTE effect? As far as we know, the models put forward by
Arsenault et al. were the first to take into account the strengthening due
to an increase in dislocation density CAUSED BY TRE ACTE EFFECT and the
reduction in subgrain size DUE TO THE ACTE EFFECT.

In conclusion, several points need to be made:

" The strength increase due to the addition of SiC whiskers or particu-
late to aluminum or aluminum alloys can more than adequately be
accounted for by the increase in dislocation density and the reduction
of the subgrain size due to 6CTE effect.

" Arsenault et al. have considered several other possible contributing
factors and have shown that they are inconsequential. In the past,
Arsenault et al. have proposed that the strength of SiC/Al composites
is due to a nonconventional phenomenon, i.e., the increase in disloca-
tion density and the decrease in the subgrain size due to the ACTE
effect.
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Table I
Predicted Increase in Yield Strength of 20 V% SiC II00 Matrix

and Experimentally Measured Values

Particle Size t5p AOSG &ores 60ypred nOyexp

D (Mm) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)

0.5 126.6 131 0 257.6 153

9 99 69 17 151 88
70 79 20 17 82 69

250 59.7 0-13.8 17 42.7-56.5 26

Zop The predicted increase due to the increased disloca-
tion density

%oSG The predicted increase due to the reduced subgrain
size

NOrE.s The predicted average tensile residual stress
Laypred The sum of 6op + n1OSG - "Ores

noYexp The yield stress defined at 0.2% plastic strain minus

the 0.2% yield stress of the 0 V% 1100 matrix

[Ref. 27]

Table II
Predicted Increase in Yield Stress of 6061/Al Alloy as a

Function of Volume Fraction of SiC Whisker

Volume Aop AoSG nores •Oypred nOYexp
V% MPa MPa MPa MPa MPa

1 37.7 0 1.7 36.0 6.9

5 56.6 7.0 8.6 55.0 52

20 70 48.3 34.5 83.8 100

no P The predicted increase due to the increased disloca-
tion density

LoSG The predicted increase due to the reduced subgrain
size

AOres The predicted average tensile residual stress

0 Ypred The sum of Aop + AOSG - 6ores

AoYexp The yield stress defined at 0.2% plastic strain minus

the 0.2% yield stress of the 0 V% 1100 matrix

[Ref. 27]
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was larger than that of the tensile yield strength, while the ap- effort by the previous investigators [19,201. the role residual

parent Young's modulus for compression was smaller than that stresses played in the constitutive behavior of the composites or

in tension. If monolithic aluminum is initially deformed plasti- the effect of the external loading on the formation of the residual

cally in tension, then reverse deformed in compression, a dif- stresses has never been systematically investigatud. Nevertheless,

ference in stress is required to initiate plastic deformation in the these experimental and theoretical results 119,201 have provided

reverse cycle. Usually, the magnitude of the yield stress in the us with a clear indication that the residual stresses may be a

reverse cycle is less than the flow stress in the forward cycle, dominating factor that accounts for the differences of the con-

This reduction in stress (or the strain necessary to reach the stitutive behavior of the composites under a uniaxial tensile or

previous level of flow stress) is defined as the Bauschinger effect. compressive load.

In the case of monolithic aluminum, the direction of initial de- The analytical investigation in this study is carried out by two

formation (that is. tensile or compressive) does not have any distinct methods: a finite element analysis and a phenomeno-

influence on the Bauschinger effect. The SiC-Al composites, logical modelling scheme involving two models. The main oh-

however, exhibit a remarkable characteristic, that is, the flow jective of the finite element analysis is to monitor the stress-

stress drop (or alternatively, the Bauschinger strain) is larger strain relationship and the changes that occur in the value of the

when the composite is first precompressed plastically and sub- residual stresses as a result of the external deformation. The

sequently deformed in tension than when the composite is first purpose of the phenomenological models., on the other hand. is

deformed in tension and then in compression (11. to obtain some physical insight into the various factors that con-

It is the opinion of the authors that the aforementioned dif- trol the processes of residual stress generation and alteration and

ferences in the constitutive behavior under tensile and com- the role these play in influencing the constitutive behavior of the

pressive loading as well as the asymmetric Bauschinger phenom- composites.

enon are primarily due to the influence of the residual stresses.
It has been shown that thermal residual stresses affect not only
the elasto-plastic deformation behavior of the composites [/J. The Finite Element Model
but also the fracture behavior 121. Therefore. it becomes increas-
ingly important to investigate the influence of residual stress on To determine the response of the composite material under

the deformation process the influence of residual stresses. a simplified two-dimensional

The material to be simulated in this investigation consists of (2-D) plane strain finite-elem '., analysis %ias carried out using

an annealed 6061 aluminum alloy matrix reinforced by silicon the ADINA code. In this analvsis. the reinforcement is assumed

carbide whiskers. The primary goal of this paper is to. first, to be perfectly elastic, the matrix is assumed to follohs bilinear

investigate analytically the generation, arrangement. and mag- stress-strain relationship, and the isotropic hardening rule is used.

nitude of the residual stresses caused b% the difference in coef- Particular interest was paid to determining the macroscopic stress-

ficients of thermal expansion ((ct%') heteen the reinforcement strain behavior of the composite and performing a microscopic

and the matrix during the cooling process: second. ,tuds the analysis of the subsequent changes that occur in the values of

changes in the residual stress as a result of external deformation the matrix longitudinal residual stresses after the external load

either in tension or compression: and finall., insestigate the was removed. The modelling of the chance f the residual stre•s

differences in the constitutive behavior under different exter:al as a function of applied load ";as also performed through three-

loading, that is. deformation conditions. dimensional (3-1)) finite element method (1M1) analysis with

In an experimental procedure described elsewhere (/.31. the the same boundary condition consideration. The results are corn-

materials is annealed at 723K and then tested either in untiaxial pared with those obtained from the 2-D plane strain model.

tension or compression at room temperature. Our commitment A recent study h% Takao and Tasa (23,, shosed that the use

in this investigation is to adhere to this ph.ysical process and. of the volume-ascrage aspect ratio will proside an accurate ac-

thereby, to simulate the constitutive behavior of the composites count for tile o%•rali proiperties of the conmpositc,. ,aid the ema-

and monitor the change of the residual stresses. These residual ployment of the perfect alignment assumption will visc rise to

stresses were induced during the cooling proce,,,s and subsc- satisfactorN results. Therefore, in the anals,,es. the \saluc tit the

quently altered b\ external load. volume fraction of the s.hiskcrs as \scll ais the v hiskcr aspect

While several insestigators have concentrated their efforts on ratio \.ere held constant (W,, 211,' and / d 4) As \alue of

the thermal residual stresses 14-X). others 19 1XI hae worked / d - 4 is a I%.pi'al representation of the aserage \ aluc ob,,cr\ ed
on the clasto-plastic bcha\ior of the short \vhiskcr-reinforced experimentall\ 124.251. Furthermore. it sa • assumcd that the

composites with emphasis on the stress-strain relationship of the composite consists of an arra\ of hexagonallit distributed par-

composites. that is, the constituti\e bhehasior. Their research allelepiped SiC( \hiskerv, embedded in a (•61 aluminum allo\

includes numerical treatments that use finite element procedures matrix (Fig. I ). A unit cell can he cons!ructcd because of periodic

19-131. Some of them paid special attentitn to the microstruc- reinforcement arrangement. Prceious invcstigations 1Q.111 and

tural change in the matrix [10.131. while others sere based on our current anal\ysi ha\e indicated that \%ithin a particulal re-

various theoretical bases with different assumptions 114- /81. gion. a snmall \ ariation in the \ aluci, if interparticlc spacing doe'

Recently. Arsenault and lava i 191 and Withers et al. 1201 used not significantlv affect the material behavi,ior Or cxamplc. for

the Eshelby method 121.221 to explain the yielding behavior (if \scld sIres,,. sce Fig. 2). The \aluc (i V I in Fig 1. therefore.

the short whisker-reinforced metal-matrix composites, IMMC) \kas not selected as a critical parameter in the anal\ss, and %as,

under the influence of the thermal residual stresses. The\ found kept as a constant (0(.29) throughout the ainalsccs Note that
that the residual stresses are totally rcsponsi•le for the difference although from '1ig. I it appear,, that the effect ot the \sara•tion

in the yield Strength of the -shisker-rcinforced MM(" between of V H is sligtl% smaller sshcn a larger V 11 \aluc is selected.

tensile and compressive uniaxial loading. Iloiwcscr. despite the the rate of convercenc, is better sshcn the currcntt stue ssa,,
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d Itt- Y

FlIG. I - The w/iok~er are di vrrihiaed a% at periodic lie aoai,' oiurl~ie
arrav inE the niatrix. By i0,itidi'rtntrk' rmnetrv. at unit cell thrat con~taimp
only a quadrant of the particle it ,ieeded. at~ inidica ted tin the fti'uri'

6000~I~ f- f,- VI ,,uh ithere 'ii h, to ,/t,,h 'hre,cn 101"

it is appropriate to compare our FUNI\ resultls %kith the csperi-
~ 6000mental results. The esperimerital evidence I/ jIndicated that the
C apparent Young's nodulusý and the %icld strength ot the corn-

posites were different when a uniaxial tensile anrd compressis e
400load wasit applied. "Fhe apparent Young's modulus is. larger under

tensile uniaxial applied load. %%hereas the \ield strengith is higher
2000 under eonlpressisc load. It is a h~pothesis at this stage that the

differences tin the constitutiv e hehas\ ior (it the composite,, are tite
Imainl% to the presence of the thermal residual stresses There-

00 3.0 6C fore. bi, considerie tji Inital theLrmal residual %tresses %k ic

V/H are generated] during the cooling process, such dIifterences should
be reproduced b\ the [[1NI simulation. (on~equctitl~ '. it such

FIG ( -- .i* ';d; :11. "U, h ab i the' ir,,% ,j thc -wpmr i , differences, are pied ic ted, theni the residual st iesses thiat ae ic -

not %emiitnei t¶' the, rath' ,'I V 11 dei'nel tin /w sponsi blc f or prordu cing suech d itfterenrces, shi rud be reas~on a hi
w~ell predicted. Figure 4 shloss the unramial stress-strain curcse

seleeted. that is. it will result in at more efficient usage of corn- produced b\ the [I. N analy~sis %% here thle global str, r 11s d Strril s u
puter time. are dlefined as;:

Figure 3 indicates the exaet details of the finite-element mesh.
Only it quadrant of the composite material which contains, the 14
SiC whisker was selected to represent the whole infinite array
of fibers in the matrix. A multi-constraint boundarto conditionl
was used in the analysis to eonsider the geometricalI s~mnictr\ where it, and (fr,) irc the average displacemnirt arnd normrial sti~ss
and the condition of the internal stress indicated ats the following; along~ the hi undar% whose nor rnal is, parallel to) the dtirectiori oti

the uniaxial Ioadirie. [he %.tilue or1 ca Calso bkOIe dcfiriid aS the

jI* iT/iill -T~ applied load interlsit\ (q/ and V./ are detine~d In Ig ItI
Cormparing the stress-strain relationship under 'tcrsiirr arnd

compression. it can lbe seen tha~t the differerices tin )ouriel!s miod-
where It, is the stresses at the boundary. (r,' is the applied stress. ulus and \ ield strength of the composites llia~ been reproduced

n, is the unit outward normal, and 1, represents four differetnt in at correct \%it%

sides of the boundarv of the uinit cell. A BauschitIee~r test catn also he cirriedt out bi, II F M, I hie di-
Since the constitutii e behavior of the SI( Al whisker comn- rectioti of initial loading hats art eftect on the magnitude oit the

posites has been extensively investigated experimentall\ 11I.25,261. FBatishiiiger strain It J. as% detinied in F-ig ý, It inrti.illi, tested in
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given by the following equation:
COMPRESSION Vs.

TENSION A

I- -

; N = 3) (3)

151.1 -

MPa it where (r,,), is the stress in element k, and A, is the area of that

10 element.
Using such a simplified averaging scheme, it was found that

upon application of 1% plastic strain, if the applied loading is
A: Compression tensile, the average matrix residual stress changes from its initial
B: Tension tensile state of 47.5 MPa to the compressive state of - 10l.8 MPa.

while if the applied loading is compressive, the average matrix
, longitudinal (tensile) residual stress drops 20.1 MPa and then

"increases back up to 29.3 MPa when it reacheýs I'; plastic strain.
The overall change in residual stress as a function of applied

FIGi. 4--Stress-strain iri~les predicted hi FE i.where the apparent strain is shown in Fig. 6. It is clear that the primary effect on

Young'" modulu. of the trompo.ite is higher wshen it is in ten.sle load. the longitudinal residual stress from compressive loading is that
whereas the steld stresis ,reater hihen the sample t% under (opnpre..site the magnitude of the residual stress in the matrix reduces and
load then increases upon further loading while tensile deformation

produces an overall reduction in the tensile residual stress and
eventually changes the residual stress from tensile to compres-
sive. That is. the change in residual stress does not occur mon-
otonicallv with increasing deformation.

",i It is also interesting to see that, in the case of compressive
"deformation, the initial tensile residual stress reduces until the
total applied strain reaches about 0.3"1 which is within close

(sill*• LL 1I'proximity of 0.21% strain of yielding. At this point, the tensile
0 ,residual stress reaches a minimum. Upon further deformation.

/ there is an increase in the tensile residual stress. In the case of
"tensile deformation, the tensile residual stress initially decreases
at a more rapid rate to -- 0.31" total strain, then the rate of

a decrease becomes less. At a total strain of -0J.8%. the residual
100 stress becomes compressive. The longitudinal residual stress con-

""i'"i's 1"" tour after different levels of the total applied strain is shown in
SO i i.•lrHI...i •,IK•,Figs. 7 through 11.

Despite the fact that the total average longitudinal thermal
"" ' residual stress is in tension, previous FEM results [131 have in-

FIG. 5-FEAt prediction of Bau.chinger strain i .t where i,. .s larger
if the sample ts under the comprexston-firit loading schieme. ERFE: o Compression Load

S 42 0 ension Load

tension and then reverse loaded into compression, the Baus- DU 3

chinger strain is smaller compared to the case in which initial A 3"

loading is in compression followed by tension (Fig. 5). This has L
been observed experimentally Il4. S 2 -

In the study of the internal stresses in composite materials, it T
is a common practice to use the concept of volume average both R
experii.ientally 127.28] and theoretically [19,20,291. In this re- E

Ssearch, the same method is employed. Because the longitudinal
thermal residual stress is much larger than the transverse residual
stress 1/91. it is believed that the observed differences in consti- M -10

Ptutive behavior are due mainly to the longitudinal thermal re- a __20
sidual stress. The longitudinal thermal residual stress in the com- - aes e 2: ' 515

posite was therefore determined by first evaluating the residual TOTAL APPLIED STRAIN
stress in finite-element mesh and then averaging these values
over the whole specimen. The overall average residual stress in FIG. 6-,t 'raiýe longitudinal resdual itre.o as a tuni tion ?f the total

the matrix was calculated through a simple averaging scheme applied strain predicted hM Ef3
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FIG. 12-As a result of tensile loading, the arrangement of residual
\ stress alters so that. at the whisker tip. the sign of the residual stress changes

Af from tension to compression.

sic

Ns 400
\

N 350

-40
"-N. •" 300 "

FIG. I I -Longitudinal residual stress (contour at a total applied vtrain 0 250
off, = 1,03;. cr-

< 200
dicated that in whisker-reinforced composite materials, the re- Z
sidual stress distribution is such that near the tip of the whisker, w "
the matrix is under compression while the rest of the matrix is z 150
in tension, thus giving rise to an overall tensile average residual -- 1,0
stress in the matrix. Interestingly enough. our finite element
analysis indicated that under applied tensile load. the compres- COMPRESSION

sive and tensile zones exchanged their signs within a reasonable 1 00 i

range of strain (Figs. 7- 11), while compressive loading led to a TENSION

residual stress increase in both regions. Figure 12 is a schematic

diagram of the tensile deformation-induced redistribution of the 50
longitudinal thermal residual stress. 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

Another persuasive fact to be noted is that while the global
average residual stress exhibited a non-monotonic behavior, the EXTERNAL STRESS (MPa)
residual stress near the whisker matrix interface never showed
an initial drop after loading as it did in the case of global average FIG. 13-A verage residual %tre.s near the hongittudinal matrtn ahtiier

residual stress. The response of the residual stress to the external interface as a function of applied stress The revidual stress is taken frorn
an area of 0.31 ,0. 2d around thet trans cerse centerline of thel winsker

load in the interface was such that the longitudinal residual stress near the interface.
increased upon an initial compressive plastic prestrain and de-
creased with an initial tensile plastic prestrain. as can be seen in
Fig. 13.

Although the simplified averaging scheme discussed above is in plastic deformation is responih;e for !he deformation gen-
easy to use, it reflects the nature of the stress distribution of a erated residual stress.
uniform field. It is evident that this scheme does not reflect the In the previous investigations, it was a common practice to
fact that the deformation upon loading is inhomogeneous in the assume that residual stress was generated due only to the de-
matrix. Because of this deformation inhomogeneity, for the same formation gradient between the reinforcement and the matrix
applied load increment, the importance of the residual stress will 1201. Therefore. to evaluate best the effect of the thermal residual
vary depending on the local stress concentration. The higher the stress on the subsequent loading and the degree of matrix de-
load deformation rate, the higher the stress concentration. Fur- formation inhomogeneity. a new averaging rule should be de-
thermore, the difference in the value of the local deformation veloped. The authors believe that application of a weighted-
rate at different locations in the matrix constitutes the defor- averaging scheme is more appropriate and will lead to a more
mation gradient in the matrix. It is well known that a gradient accurate account of the actual physical process. That is. to in-
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corporate the local loading rate (doaq), as a measure of defor- To understand better the heterogeneous deformation field in
mation gradient, directly into the average stress formula. the matrix as a result of the existence of the whiskers. an average
An averaging formula of the type stress rate (Uol'iq) diagram was constructed for the composite at

different points of the matrix when the composite is initially
loaded in tension, as shown in Fig. 14. In particular. three regions

Aq within the matrix were of interest. The anahlsis indicated that
(,, -a (4) the average stress rate within the Regions A. B. and C wtere.

respectively. 6 x 10t : 9 x 11) . and 13 x 1` :(MPa MPa).
)A,

These results support the notion that the compressive zone at
the tip of the whisker responds faster to external loading than

where any other region in the matrix. On the other hand. in the vicinity
of the longitudinal whisker-matrix interface, the response of the

(Ao',,) ( l,.) ,, - (a,)l,, (4h) internal stress to applied loading is the slowest. Finally, in Region
b. where some interaction with the whisker tip is expected. the

and response to applied loading falls within an intermediate state.
The finding that there is a stress concentration at the whiskers

.q = q,., - qil, (4c) tips is consistent with what was observed experimentallN. Sato
et al. 1301 have reported extensive damages at short fiber tips as

was then used, where q is the applied load intensity and ii, nlr• a result of excess plastic deformation. Note that the low. defor
denotes the new average residual stress. From Eq 4a it can be marion rate in Region A is due mainly to the interfacial load
seen that for homogeneous matrix deformation, the stress rate transfer, whereas, the disparit\ of deformation rate between Re-
(AaT,/Aq), is a constant over the entire matrix. Therefore, the gions B and C is a result of :1-e volume mismatch between the
average residual stress predicted by Eq 4a is the same as the reinforcement and the matt:,
prediction made through Eq 3. Evaluating the average matrix In consideration of the deformation process in the matrix. it
residual stress using Eq 4a. it was found that upon an initial load. is believed that the differences of microstrain rate in different
the ratio between the two averages is: parts of the matrix, that is. inhomogeneous matrix detormation.

are solely due to the presence of the whisker. That is. near the
- 1.55hlongitudinal whisker-matrix interface, deformation is restricted

1.55 (i - j - 3) (5) because of the high stiffness of the SiC whisker, and it the same
ime,. the matrix material at the whisker lip deform,, more to

The factor 1.55 is an indication of the degree of deformation accommodate the global strain. Therefore. the nature of the

heterogeneity of the composite material. Equation 5 indicates deformation gradient is not expected to exhibit a large change
that the simplified average thermal residual stress is greater than during the entire course of deformation.
the one produced from the weighted scheme, which means that The finite-element analhsis presented in this paper has been
the weighting factor is larger in the region where the residual performed with the sole intention of obtaining a better under-
stress has a negative value. This simply means that deformation standing of the effect of the residual stresses on thile constitutl e
in the compressive zone (tip of whiskers) is more severe with a, behavior of discontinuously reinforced metal-matrix composites.

iiaxial applied external load. It is e \ident that the most prominent characteristics oif the con-
stituti\e behasior of the composites have been adleqtualylI pre-
dicted using 2-1) FLM. The ph}sical reason lor the etlccti\cness
of the current 2-1) analhsis is. as,, shall bfe seen in thie later dis-
cussion,. that the 2-4) com1posite dtoes, not dlsthIo\ the inherent
mechanism of residual stress generation ilob\teC\cr. note that
althotgh the 2-I) :I-M model prosides a good cconomnical tool
for understanding hos\ the s.\stcinl operates. it \%aas not the in-
tention of the authors in the present inmestigation •o coiiparir
quantitatise]s the anal\tical result', \ ith those obtaineld cxpcri-

B mnintall. It is. evident ihat the plarle-strain rtepresenttation o1 an
otherwise much more complex .1-I) ,irra\ ot s h0iskers :n a matrix
is an osersimplification tor quantitaric anaklsis. Figue I 5 slotws

a Ccomparison of residual stress sa tt(unction of applied strain
predicted b\ the plane str~iin mnidcl aind tile actual 3,-I) [+\I
withl the same \ohlunm fr[rction. *Note th;i there is noi tuLndamenital
difference in the pattern ot the clingc ill rcsidual ,strcss ,is a
result of external detformation Thc onl\ th;ituwe nloicc."Ibc Is thle
slteeper ovcrall Johpc predicted b\ the 3-I) I I-M.

Phenomenological Modelling
I (i 14 I'l -. r m, iituat ed that thclea r i rdual %irc' Ir d (WIn N

(h/ra/rtc reed clef,, f/elhri' r•i'ie,'io tit fh'rins ,,/ %tr'•, rate. cchunr,' ,h t, The results f th ile lnitn -clen11ent alll ssl i sh"Cui"ssd in tile pir-
uip. the Nfck% rate e hwhcs VIr.los section0 Indiclte that tilhe mallgnitu'de ot the rCeiduall s•tces
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as a result of ACTE and its subsequent change under the influ- shear load transfer. interfacial sliding is allowed across the "his-
ence of mechanical deformation are primarily governed by the ker-matrix interface along the direction of the whisker axis. but
deformation gradient in the matrix. It is our belief that the ex- there is full continuity of the interfacial normal stress and dis-
istence of the initial compressive zone is a direct consequence of placement at the tip of the whisker between the whisker and the
volume mismatch between the whisker and the matrix, which surrounding matrix. It is further assumed that a boundary is made
occurs as a result of ACTE in the composite. On the other hand, along the extension of the longitudinal SiC Al interface. as•,hos n
the fact that the average matrix residual stress is in tension can in Fig. 17. This model, which is referred to as the "volume
also be obtained through interface shear load transfer. It is. mismatch model," is shown in Fig. 17. The main purpose of this
therefore, clear that the process of residual stress generation and model is to explain how the volume mismatch affects the residual
residual stress change are basically controlled by two factors: the stress arrangement as a result of a temperature change and ex-
nature of the interfacial shear load transfer between the SiC ternal loading.
whiskers and the Ai matrix and the volume mismatch between In both of these analyses, the matrix material is assumed to

the two constituents. The mismatch of the volume is introduced follow% a bilinear stress-strain relationship, and the reinforcement
by either the CTE mismatch when under thermal loading or the is assumed to be perfectly elastic. The two analytical models are
differences in Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio when under discussed in more detail below.
external loading.

To maintain overall compatibility, the two factors must work
together. The volume difference is matched through interfacial
normal stress, and the interfacial compatibility is satisfied by The simplest and yet most effectivc approach to account tor
means of interfacial shear stress. To comprehend the separate the mechanism of shear load transfer at the matrix-reinforcement
roles of "interface effect" and "volume mismatch" on the resid- interface is the "'shear lag*" theor\ introduced by (ox 13/. i'-,cr
ual stress response after the mechanical loading, two distinct since the advent of this theory, it has been widely used because
analytical models were developed. The first model, subsequently of its simplicity. Some investigators 132.331 have claimed it to he
referred to as the "interface model." is shown in Fig. 16, which quite accurate in predicting mcchanical properties of composites:
assumes that the material consists of a discontinuous filament others 125,341 have found it less attractive. In this section a

embedded in the matrix. It is essentially the same as the shear modified "shear lag" method is used to tr' to account for the
lag model with a consideration of thermal stress and average generation of the residual stresses. It is assumed that the oserall
plastic deformation. It is also assumed that there is full elastic constitutive response of the matrix remains elastic until the a'%-
continuity across the whisker-matrix interface. The whiskers, erage matrix stress state becomes plastic.
therefore, remain fully bonded to the matrix. "ausing complete When the composite is cooled down from the annealing tem-
load transfer between the two constituents. The primary purpose perature. longitudinal thermal residual stresses are developed in
of this type of modelling is to understand the effect of load the matrix and the whisker. These will be denoted as
transfer at the interface on the residual stress as a result of the (oT,) and (Wr). respectively. Using a modified shear lag model
applied loading, that incorporates temperature effect and plasticity. appropriate

In the second model, it is assumed that a discontinuous whisker expressions may be readily derived for 6,r-) and (ar'). The gov-
is embedded in the matrix. To discount the effect of interfacial erning equation for the modified shear lag model is (further
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stress. I is the total lengith of thle whisker. and It andl. f can he
_ ~Riid BarrI de-termnined ats f0rlWASs:

N(No

%% here (,.is tile tangential shear modulus of the matrix
sc+ AlI When a uniaxial loadingL fir . corresponiding to thle total strain

(,)is applied along thle \k hisker',1 direction Iin either tensiton or
comrpression. and the composite is, then unloaded. it may he
shoi.%rn that thle matrix residual stress f 'iT: ) as itrsult of applied
loarding now% becomies:

Rii!.. Bar

tanh(l)
F16 17~I -- ` ili',inamtftha~iirain for dw 1,/ohi ,iiitoiiii /poII it hel I II l

details are ike n inl Appendix A and elses\hreI'ci j.f 5.If I:

Ill_ - /( A A]- s Ali - Ali, (T 4 - (6) (.I

where Ait is, A('1 :. -11 is the magnitiude I f temrperat ure chanic.
Aw - it w here it and I are the displacemeints alone 'i \% iskei %kilchee V represents thle applied plastic tinin anld 1, Is thle
axes at and av. tayI from the interface Iin thle matrix, -lit repreenlts YOUnes!" modulus111 oft thle cinipo0sitesý IICC ler III Ilr the 1'iieal
Auit when the matrix becomecs plasticallk deformedt. iT ,. IN thle references 3 1 anld 'I. thle ) ounTL!" ni0d"lus oft the composites1C IN

matrix 'iield stress. (T. is the ssfiiskcr stress. /I is at constant ito be assurlicki) to flios the rule tif mixture IL V I,. I
determined, arid 1) and d ire the diameters, of the unit cell and PV.j Snc 1_,; I_ dclar I tile matrix resNidual itress de-
the whisker, respcct iscl\. If the temperature differential Al -1 Creases rpoi ICIItnsile loadineL ft ; (1 and Increases onl Corni-
is such that thle strains Iin both the matrix and the ssfiiskcr rerairn pressis Cloadirie i t hfIle os eCrall chanc'-es inl th1C residual
elastic. then At% and ir.. mlax be taken ,isxfrom FIq () arid stress remain monotonic
FEq 6 will reduce to the form 'gis enl h\ (ox [?/ 'iith at tic\% therrial 'I he seI tt o eqaiorrs state 111)\L .11ippi\ ckiilldl t,' huh1 eases
mismatch term IhAir .1l 1. I-or at 20"' SIC Al Composite. it Is oft ciiiiipres'is e arid tesl iaieprox detf 'SeC coi&iiir lie,
irkel\ that thle mnatrix 'Isill be pflastreýillx deft~rrntd as at result oft transforrniitiiri
the cooiling process. ollos ing the procedure suimniairi/ed fIII

Kell\ f36j1. thle general form if tile solitwiiir is obitalirrei s fiilliiss
(See Appni )

I hits rmiers thl it" f;Isssrruiuetricil ahout 'r:. \\ ien lati

tanh131 ~jl I I detorrnit tori is Ciinisiuereif It Ja'1o ,iii be seenI 1lrit 1~ i Isl ink111

WI/2 -J1) j-- A" A1 j 1 a urret lolr oft ipplieCf plastIic strin 'Ishli r) I\ Ireari11C11s 1.thi eLlasC ti 1trirui
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _______________________- Is Ill rIl alter rftik s;11 iu 111t theresdiril sircss %0isch itrtcs

I. tanhl [V _2) thle fact that tfrerc I it Iiti rtal residual stress drop regardless itt

ff1)tile 10I rl i dr ig t rct.- i iris reL-ifkterei I' FI I \1 It Is. ifiereft-ire. deal
that the mIudrited sharlic .11 mo1del Cir11r1o1 Adfeqii~itlxl 1ILedict thle
Oleofeit ofIfie loaiiirw thclireeiiri oiltthe isN rrnnticn beiL: of
tilie ii erace resrdualu stress It otheri 'sods. tift, iedruceiNnsm tit

(T:1, t i,(I II 'h ]ii;I trarNsfer rhirouit thre narxsiskririctertice cininiit li~isc
apdirirrit effectl] 1,11 Cti. t011 rsc1tL ralne itt the residiml str~ss

Htiltl theC resiuhiiil stress cfiirreL ami1d. 1.iINseslueritfsou thre il,-kori-

\ i~. tilturix bhis~l ltr Ill fact, theC 01iiiIrCir of tilts rrrOIhe mnatchues
theC results (i) time firielerIiei irinissis Ac11sNri earlier0 thalt %\sithiri

where V1, is the volumne fractiin(it o the 'ishiskers. V-.. aind I thle irnruiLdtitei prllillrnt\ tit tire lii~~ifrt uu ix reiuTiiCC-
represent the Young's mttdul tnt the miatrix arlid is hisker. V., is merit iritertice. tire. resiifti~il I iess dhiru-ecs rs rriirioittiric I II'Li!
the work-hardening rate of the matrix. i ,is the matrix 'dicI 13). 1 his srire litthet finkir mixI irfltnerice.-d silel'ibs hitlue rntle-
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face effect is primarily restricted to a very small region in the From the above simplifications, it is easily revealed that the
close vicinity of the whisker-matiix interface, concept of volume mismatch has reduced to the mismatch be-

tween the whisker and the matrix at the whisker end. Because
The Volume Mismatch Model all the quantities we are interested in are along the X, axes. we

may. substitute a simpler notation for the element to be inves-
The term volume mismatch is derived from the difference in tigated, that is,

volume of the matrix as a result of the ACTE effect between the
reinforcement and the matrix. Considering that the thermal re- = (EA,); (a3,). (aA,) (16)
sidual stress is in compression at the tip of the whisker, the
maierial, therefore, may be regarded as being composed of three It is clear that Eqs 12 and 13 define the relationship between
distinct zones: the region of matrix which is under tension (de- average stress over the area of one particular zone and the line
noted by subscripts mt). the region of the matrix which is under average of the stress on the boundary IA.j. Therefore. global
compression (denoted as mc). and the whisker zone (denoted equilibrium condition (equilibrium between zones) can be ex-
by w). The combination of the two regions in the matrix (mt + pressed in terms of volume average stress. The equilibrium within
mc) makes up the entire matrix region in the unit cell. each zone is automatically satisfied , )en adapting Eq 13 13.-]t

Although the local field in each zone is not uniform, since our Furthermore, during the entire analysis, the continuity condition
interest is the average residual stress, it is often convenient to
work with volume averages of the non-uniformed field in each From the requirementof the condition of equilibrium of stresses.

zone defined by Eq 11. which is equivalent to Eq 3 defined in a it may be shown that the average residual stress in the whisker
previous section: is related to the average residual st-ess in the matrix by the

I fA,(.)dt, following equation:
(...=•A,,()v(1

(W.) - ((r".) (17)

where A, is tje area of each zone. that is. n = nit, mc. and w.
Considering virtual work and Gauss' theorem, it can be shown

that the following relationship exists: where again. V. ;efers to the volume fraction of the whiskers
and I - V, = V_, + V_, = V_ denotes the total volume fraction

f r,,dZ = r,,n,.,dl (12) of the matrix. The overall average residual stress in the matrix
ff f, is, in turn, related to the residual stress in the tensile part of the

that is. matrix. (wr:. "

(A,) TA., = (odn~x,).,A (1A V,1 F,(,,, (1X)

where n, is the normal to the boun.ar: ',.
Furthermore. it is common prat - to assume t" t th..: average where F. is defined by:

strain ((r,,).,) and avtiage stre, , ) are related in the same
way as in a loca" -21d b% the sa, ,,"terial constants [201. F , (19)
For matrix materia,. V 1 - V,,

,,•- f •)o < (14) It may also be shown that the residual stress in the compressive

(•-,,)~,• - ", + t ,) 'I(• ) .,, - •( •r~ ,0,. - (, l) ,I -" ,,part of the matrix is given by:

where (C;, and ( '; are the stiffness and the tangential stiffness )-

of the matrix, and r", and or,, are the average strains and stresses 1 -
on the yield surfaces in th,: strain and the stress space. respec-
tively, and Tresca yield criteria is used. Considering the cooling process, it is known that the mismatch

Yano et al. 1371 stated that the lateral stress generated by the of thermal expansion coefficients is large enough to induce plastic
difference in Poisson's ratio is small with a AIfAI, Ni fiber-rein- deformation around the reinforcement 13N]. By considering equi-
forced eutectic composite system which has a Poisson's ratio of librium and compatihility, in an average sense. it can be seen
t, - 0. 16 and P,. = 0.33. Since a Si', Al system has a Poisson's that the following equations can be obtained when A.l, AEl
ratio of vL,, = 0. :9 versus VAI • 0.33. we shall adopt the state- -- A T,J (the details of the derivation are shown in Appendix B
ment. Therefore, if only the longitudinal normal stress is con- and in Ref 36) where:
sidered. Eq 14 will reduce to the following:

[I I - 2 "/1 V _,, f,,, I,'ll f-"
ors... ( I + F ) I _-,, + I

E-.,, E. E V E, I-,,

I n t ._ m, [ l V f"
A1,, -- ro. mc • -A I!';,
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here, IAT;I and JAT,J represent the magnitude of the temperature When the applied load is compressive:
change when matrix tensile zone (A,,,) and compressive zone
(A,,,,) become fully plastically deformed, respectively, by the V., E .
thermal stresses. Therefore, the thermal residual stress along the I= -- L - FJE. -+- FE_,,
longitudinal direction is:

-ý EE, (23d)
V..,Fý -(I1 FJ)E. + F'.E_ ( 23d1)

-1-. Equation 23 clearly indicates that ((r_) is no longer a monotonic

[ I 1 - function. These equations. therefore, predict a non-monotonic
4 (1 - F.) + F.JA, IATI change in the residual stresses in the composite depending on

E (22) whether the system is subjected to a compressive or tensile uni-
I V ,._ +!- F F_] axial loading.

E- +1 - V_ j By considering applied composite stress (or,,) and the corre-
sponding composite strain (f,, = YF,,

This means toat within a certain range of temperature variation V F,, (NFr .24)
(I.ATJ ! -ATJ < .T,J) plastic delormation will be introduced in
the matrix. However, until 1ATI Ž AT,J, the matrix will remain
partially plastically deformed. For JATI = 5(X)° C. it is both where Eis the Young's modulus or composite tangential Youngs
predicted by Eq 2 and experimentally observed by Vogelsang et modulus of the composite depending on the nature of the strain

al. 1391 in terms of generation of dislocations that the matrix is (r,,), that is. elastic or plastic. The result is shown in Fig. 18. It

partially plastically deformed. The predicted average residual is clear. by comparing with Fig. 4. that the most prominent

stress in the matrix is given by Eq 22. features predicted by the FEM are reproduced by the %olume

It is of particular interest to evaluate the new residual stresscs mismatch model.

in the composite when a uniaxial loading (,,,) corresponding to Using Eq 23. the average values ot the residual stress in the

the total applied strain (u,,.,) is applied along the axis of the matrix were plotted in Fig. 19 after the application of tensile and

whisker and is subsequently removed. Clearly. the applied stress compressive loadings. For the purpose of comparison, the results

changes the residual stress when plastic deformation is involved, of the finite-element analysis described before have also been

If the conditions, as stated before, are such that only portions superimposed on the same diagram.
of the matrix have initially yielded because of the thermal resid-
ual stresses. i mav be shown that when the ar, lied load is tensile. 1 _20

the overall average residual stress in the matrix after unloading1
is given by, (for derivation details, refer to Appendix B):

100.

(23u2123a) on 60 "

where

40
V 1',,"2(. E,,

-1 E ,,,, (r,',,) , (231-) 20- -- C -.

and0

H 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1 2
( I -F ,,)E,, I ! ,,,

(l I,,)I. , :,,I,,,(°10 )

and E_,. represents the all-elastic modulus of the composite in Ii.(. IS• s,,, 'Ira l 10 1,o pwooo'• o ,I , IIt , I ?,,.o : , 0tt , t M ,,d,'l
the absence of any plastic thermal residual stresses. ses01 h r I, o r ' i ,'r U 'roi l ir to ,'1 0 II ti .", ,oi , h n (li' 11f
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52 ( Io LTo understand the underlying mechanism for the change in
ECFM enon FNaId residual stress, it is helpful to retrieve the argument of weighted
S 4a residual stress in the section of FEM analysis. Since the ratio of
I Theory: the simple average stress over weighted average stress is greater

U ,,,..- than 1 (1.55), this means that the magnitude of the weighting
A factor (stress rate ,maq) is greater in the compressive region.
L Physically. it means that, to maintain compatibility between the

S matrix material at the whisker tip and the rest of the matrix, the
T compressive zone at the whisker tip responds faster than the rest
R .................... TENSION of the matrix. that is, higher stress (strain) rate. This will result
E ......... in localized plastic deformation before global yield. Since the
S

....... .. COMPRESSION gradient of plastic deformation in the material is mainly respon-
sible for the deformation generated residual stress, the imme-

M -l diate change of the residual stress upon the initial external de-

a -__•_formation is explained.
S2•a5 a. '0 0. 5 It is also interesting to note that the current Eshelbv method

TOTAL APPLIED STRAIN does not predict such a residual stress reduction after an initial
prestrain. Withers et al. 1201 in their recent mean field investi-

FIG. 19--( ompariA on (iaverage logitudinal re',idual •tre.oIlur', gation implied that the residual stress stays as a constant within
by FEM and the volume m.stnnatch model. Note the' intlaritew ol lope a preglobal-vield region and that there is an overall monotonic
c'hange between thc two models, change in residual stress as a result of prestraining. The discrep-

ancy lies in that, in the mean field theory. the yielding criteria
is satisfied in an average sense. ttowever, well before the average

Discussion global yielding criteria is satisfied, localized microyielding has

The results of the FEM modelling that have been duplicated already occurred, for example, at the whisker end. as pointed
by the phenomenological modelling indicate that residual stress out previously, and incompatibilities between different parts of
produced by the A('TE and cooling is affected by the external the matrix which are responsible for the generation of the matrix
load even at the initial loading stage. If the deformation is a residual stress have already developed. Therefore. residual stress
result of compressive loading, the residual stress at first decreases alteration is induced before the global yielding. ltowever, by
and then increases with increasing deformation, whereas, if the considering only a global average field, such localized micro-
deformation is the result of tensile loading, the residual stress plastic deformation can not be taken into account. In the mean
decreases initially at a rapid rate and the rate slows upon further field theory, assumption was made that deformation was uniform
deformation. If the tensile deformation is continued, the residual in the matrix. Therefore, deformation generated matrix residual
stress changes sign from tensile to compressive. stresses are due only to the incompatibility between matrix and

From the phenomenological analyses, it is clear that the %ol- the reinforcement. The residual stresses as a result of the plastic
ume mismatch model gives qualitativc agreement with the finite- deformation gradient in the matrix arc not considered.
element analsis on the general trend of the residual stress change. In the postyield regime. it is worthwhile to point , ut that in
Not only the immediate drop of the average residual stress upon the case of compressive loading, there is a sign change in the
lkading is apparent. but the slope change can also be predicted. slope it~r..)'ii,, after the composite yielding. which is predicted
Note that in the case of compressi\e loading,. there is' a sign by both FEM and the volume mismatch composite model. This
change in the slope after the composite has started vielding, is an indication that the interaction hetween the tensile and com-
which was not predicted by the interface model. Furthermore. pressive zones becomes totally different. The original compres-
by comparing Figs. 4 and I1, the constitutive behavior of the sive load will produce a geometric compromise between the ten-
comptsite predicted by 1+M and the %olumc mismatch model sile and comprc.,,sive zones, and therefore, there \ill be a reduction
are generally in agreement. in residual stress. After the matrix material is completely de-

It should be pointed out that the predicted difference in the formed plastically bh the applied compressine load. the two zones
apparent Young's modulus under a loading scheme of different become more and more incompatible. Therefore, the residual
sense is a direct result of the asymmetric characteristic of the stress increases again. It is also important to point out that while
material under plastic deformation, When an additional defor- the trend of the residual stress change is in agreement with both
mation is imposed on a material that is already under plastic FEM anrd volume mismatch models, the actua: magnitude of the
deformation, the relationship of the deformation to the applied residual stresses predicted by the analytic:,! model is much smaller
load dep on whether the applied load represent a process than that predicted by the FEM. Furthermore, the relati\c po-
of loading unloading. In the composites. the matrix is plas- sitions between tensile and compressive curves predicted b% FF-M
ticallv deformed as a result of thermal residual stress. As can be are not in agreement with the volume mismatch model. It is
seen in this antalysis, the nature of the longitudinal residual stress speculated that the absence of interfacial bonding in the model
(tensile or compressive) is distinctly different depending on the is the key reason for the discrepancy. For example, the discrep-
location in the matrix. When an external load is applied, whether anc' of relative positions of the curves of residual stress after
it is a process of loading or unloading at different locations in tension and compression between the FEM and volume mis-
the matrix depends on the direction of the external load. There- match can be explained by the fact that the effect of interface
fore, the apparent Young's modulus of the composites is different will enhance the initial residual stress drop when under external
when the loading direction is different, tensile load and oppose such a drop when under compression
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Such an effect can be verified easily through Eq 10, which is would also like to thank Prof. C. Schwartz of the University of
directly derived from shear load transfer. However, the pattern Maryland for his encouragement in using the ADINA program
of the residual stress changes is solely determined by the volume and the Computer Science Center of the University of Maryland
mismatch mechanism. for its support of computer time.

During the 2-D FEM analysis, an assessment was made that
a 2-D plane-strain FEM analysis is a more economical way of APPENDIX A
modelling the generation of the residual stress. The incompati-
bility between matrix material at the tip of the whisker and the
rest of the matrix during plastic deformation is responsible for Modified Shear Log Model
the change in the residual stress. In a 2-D plane-strain approx-
imation, this factor still remains because of the existence of the In this appendix, a modified shear lag model is derived. A

tensile and compressive zones in the matrix. Whereas. in a more more complete form can be found in Ret 35.
realistic 3-D model, the only th.ng that makes it closer to reality Considering equilibrium, the follow ing equation can he obtained:

is that the surface area of the reinforcement is significantly in-
creased for the same volume fraction, which means that the -r, 4-,,Al
mechanism of load transfer becomes more effective. However. dz d
it has been demonstrated that the effect of load transfer is only
restricted to a small volume near the matrix-reinforcement in- Assuming that the aluminum matrix follows the bilinear stress-
terface in a whisker-reinforced composite, and the effectiveness strain relationship and considering displacement-strain transfor-
of the load transfer does not change the fact that there is a higher mation equation. the displacement can be related to intertacial
stress concentration at the tip of the whisker. Therefore, in a shear stress in the following manner:
2-D plane-strain condition, while all the unnecessary complica-
tions are eliminated, the main mechanism of residual stress gen- hi(jAt IA TIz + Aw - Aw, - ( D r ...
eration during plastic deformation is preserved. Considering the d d- (A2)

overall effect of interfacial load transfer and the effect of volume
mismatch, it is suggested that the overall increase in the mag- Combining Eqs Al and A2:
nitude of the slope in the change of residual stress, shown in Fig.
15. is due to the enhanced effect of interfacial load transfer. This drT,r
enhanced load transfer is believed to be a result of the increase dz
of matrix-whisker interfacial area. 21) ,

(1 -- -- tA3l

Conclusions
considering (r., , Aw,. and solhing Fq A3 in a similar lashion

In summary: as described in Ref 35. (rY, can be obtained ais:

1. The predicted change of the average residual stress is not
monotonic with respect to the applied prestress (strain), that is, E -(0 A,, A T I - cosh (A41
regardless of the sign of the loading. The average residual stress colh
drops upon the initial elastic deformation, and the change of the
residual stress as a result of the external load depends on whether where (v:,,) is the averaging matrix thermal residual stra•n. and
the loading history is compressive or tensile. [ can be defined a,:

2. The results predicted by FEM are generally comparable to I-
those predicted by the theoretical model which is based on the [ .. ..
volume mismatch between the reinforcement and the matrix.
This indicates that the volume incompatibility is the controlling
factor regarding the change in residual stress. Averaging 4r:, b\ nicasti ot the contintnm torm ot FEq 3:

3. The FEM and theoretical results indicate that the asym-
metrical constitutive behavior of whisker-reinforced SiC AI corn- /
posites is primarily due to the presence of the thermal residual tanh -
stress. ,r,) - ",,)

4. A 2-D plane-strain analysis is an adequate and vet moreI
economical approach than the actual time consuming 3-D FEM
analysis in understanding the generation of the residual stress
caused by external deformtion. ,where
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the following equations can be obtained: APPENDIX B

[ I tanht() 1 [u' ) 1 Volume Mismatch Model

) [ ( J TIn this Appendix, the volume mismatch model is deried A

2 more complete form can be found in Ref 35.

.tanhI-) On satisfying global compatibility. the thermal residual stress[, E. can be obtained. If the temperature change is small so that the

I - I matrix remains elastic, the global compatibility and equilibrium

condition can be obtained as:
(A7)

EV,, E., (I - F.) - ( F. = Ect! !ATýF.

It is likely that the matrix is fully plastically deformed as aE (BI)

result of thermal residual stress. Therefore. /I and 0 can be de- (- 1

termined as: V-1

h - 8G,, The corresponding matrix thermal residual stress is:

dV ,. F . j•c tj _.%T I F . ( 132 )

2\r-2 G iE V. I + -F. V_,, F. V1,
2•• ,iE.E, + E., 1-V_, E I - V.',_13=----4-

I'n(D)d, When the temperature change is small, there is no thermally

induced plasticity in the matrix. When the temperature change
When a longitudinal applied stress ((r,,,) is imposed, the matrix is smaller than the critical temperature. the matrix remains elas-

is plastically deformed when the matrix stress is larger than the tic. that is.

yield strength of the matrix. Considering the corresponding ap-

plied plastic strain (r,,,,). the residual stress after unloading can .171 - AT,'

be determined as:

(+r; = (( (F (A) where the critical temperature change AT, ) can be obtained

as:

(= + L) I I.- I ',,, I -F,, :F.,)

[ tan 1 When the temperature change is large enough, the miatrix at

....... ... (AI) the tip of the whisker starts to yield. The ,ariation ot the tern-

- ,( ... J) perature change for such a condition if gi•,cn b\:

, -AT 'AT A.T.-I U, ((r::') ( Al1)) n
((;: (I - V,. and

where (4 ,.,). is the average strain resulting from unloading.

Elim inating (t ,,,,,,.,d from Eqs AX through A IO . the final form ( 2 . ,,) I 1 I ',,,; - ...., I

of the residual stress is obtained: 7,,-[ 1 [A~iI ,

t, f , . I -,, L 1_,L Considering a compatibility condition similar to lq BI. the
thermal residual stress can be obtained:

1 I( I U I , ,( I - I. ,

(A ll) (Ir',)
l , l 1',,, I1 F, ',

2 \ ( + H5

d
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For an elastic matrix, when an external load is applied, the fol- For a tensile load, the following equations can be obtained:
lowing equations can be constructed:

Era ( F.) + I-F .)+ ) (a-),) = { F, 0
CE ,, E T - (a,,)v- + ,, F u

E_, EE. F _(BI 1)

= (a.)(1 - VJ,) + 2 (F..) (B6) _ _ EE_,
IV F F-PFP

V ,F . (,) 
J= -(I F )E . + F .E' ""

I -V,.V E_ E,_ ,c. + (I - F.)E. + F.EP' >F

where (a.) and (a,,) are average stress in the whisker and matrix, and

respectively. Solving Eq B6, the Young's modulus can be ob- I - V. 121(1 - FJE, + F.E.,] I - v, (a") a,,,,
tained as: , V,[ E + V--,, V_ fE E_

(1 - V..,)E..E. When the composites are under compression. the internal stress
E , = EAI - F,) + F.E._ + V,,,,E,,, (B7) is given by:

With a presence of thermally induced matrix plasticity. when ,
an applied load is imposed on the composites, the stress state inj - (l-I",,
the composites can be expressed as: f ( -, 1 F.

(BI12)

(or.) = (0`') + (V"(18)) (W,) E. E,
((r,) = (a,;) + ((I:,),(X)( 1I - FJ ,E + F,, E.,,;,,r.

After the external applied stress is removed from the com-
where (a",) and ((ar,) are the average stresses in the whisker and posites. deformation-induced residual stresses in the matrix can
the matrix as a result of applied load. respectively, and their then be determined. Considering Eq B8. the residual stress state
value is different under different loading directions. can be obtained:

The total applied strain can be related to the average whisker
strain and the strain in the matrix at the tip of the whisker: 17" ), + r T (......

I((T:,:) ý rf:, +(r,) , +- j;.7 ' (B 13)

E,,., = F.(F,,) + (I - F/,,)(,,,,•) (B9) where. by considering Eqs 15 and B8 through 310. and pa~ing
special attention to the stress state at cach zone. that is. e,_.T

Equation B9 has provided a relationship between avcrage strains (ro.) and ,,,,. the matrix stress a% a rc'tult of unhlading
from different locations in the matrix. (aTr',,""'") can be determined as:

To consider the stress gradient. the matrix average stresses in
the initial compressive zone (((T,,,.)) and tensile zone t¢T,,) should E - 1,. E ,..,,, - T,,,S....... 8B 4)
be considered separately. Using the equilibrium condition, the (1 - V. 1 - F,, -[J1 F,,11,,, E,
following equations can be obtained: Substituting Eqs B5. BI I (or B12). and B14 into Eq B13. and

(IT, ± ',,with a consideration of Eqs B9 and BIll. the matrix residual
1T,,) , +stress can be generated.

(B310) For compressive load:
I~, (l - ,, )ITr,,) + V • ,

Because of the thermally induced matrix plasticit%. the re- (rT,) - ((T,,,) - [ - -

sponse of the composites to a uniaxial tensile load is diferentt.
from a compressive load. Considering Lqs B9 and Bill. and E,,
following the development of the matrix plasticity, the response "B -1 ")F,, F+.,.FJ B )

of the composites to the external applied strain can be deried.
•or tensile load:

(trr,,) ,, - l)

-(IT:,,) - __ ,,__ *I ,,,,, ,,,, -- F,,,r ..... __i ____.___;_______ ,

I , " ) , , ,1. i
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Fracture toughness of discontinuous metal matrix composites

R.J. Arsenault

Metallurgical Materials Laboratory, Materials and Nuclear Engineering Department,

University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742-2115

Abstract
The various theories that have been proposed to account for fracture toughness

of discontinuous metal matrix composites, or the lack there of, are examined. It has

been observed that the fracture toughness is independent of particle size and the
fracture proceeds through the matrix. A significant factor which has not been

considered in the past is that the matrix is in a severely cold worked condition. The cold

worked state is the major factor contributing to the low fracture toughness of

discontinuous metal matrix composites.

1. Introduction

The fracture toughness of discontinuous metal matrix composites (DMMC) is

always less than the fracture toughness of the matrix, in the same heat treatment or

annealed condition. If a specific case is considered, a 20 V% SiCp/6061 composite aged

to the T-6 condition has a fracture toughness (KIC) of - 10 MPa. e-, where as 0 V%

6061 may have a KIC of > 40 MPa. m'my. There may be obvious reasons why the KIC of

the composite is less than that of matrix alloy, but there are still numerous questions

associated with the fracture characteristics of DMMC.

During the past several decades there have been a considerable number of

investigations of the fracture characteristics of two phase alloys where the second phase

is a discrete precipitate or particulate[1-18]. The precipitate particle is usually assumed

not to plastically deform and the matrix is assumed to be ductile. DMMC meet the

criterion of these assumptions very well. The review by Schwalbe [13] and more recent

publications by Bates [15], Gerberich [16] and Firrao and Roberti [17] are very



I informative on this subject. In ductile fracture, characterized by void nucleating and
growth (VNG), the spacing between the void nucleating particles is generally
considered to be a critical microstructural parameter and taken together with the
tensile properties controls the toughness of a given material [11-17]. This can be
represented by the following simplified expression [171

y th

KIC = [aoyq fEf(N)]-s- (1)

where KIC is the plane strain fracture toughness, a is a numerical coefficient, o y is

the yield stress, 6 ; is the maximum strain acting at the crack tip, E is the Young's
modulus, f(N) is some function of the strain-hardening exponent and s is the average
inclusion spacing in the matrix. The experimental data collected by various
investigators are usually given in terms of the volume fraction of the second phase
particles (V) or less often in terms of s (see Fig.1)

Therefore, it appears that the fracture toughness of SiC/AI composites can be
improved when the size of the SiC particles is increased, providing that at least one of

the two following assumptions is met:
(1). voids are nucleated by SiC particles and/or
(2). the response of the matrix to change of s remains the same regardless of

whether this change is caused by varying the volume fraction or the size of the SiC
particles.

Crack initiation and propagation, i.e. the separation mechanism, in SiC/Al
composites has been investigated to sonc extent over the last few years. Essentially,
there are three different questions that have been raised concerning the crack initiation
and propagation. These are: (1) Does the fracture of the SiC particles contribute to the

separation of the composite, i.e. are they an integral part of the fracture mode? (2)
Does void nucleation at the SiC whisker or particle and growth contribute to the
fracture process? (3) What is the significance of cracked tip opening displacement?

The fracture of SiC whiskers or particles can conceivably initiate fracture of the

I composite. If the particle or whisker were large enough, then a crack of critical length
could form and if the dynamic KIC of matrix were low enough, the crack would

I continue to propagate into the matrix leading to failure of the composite [19]. Embury
et al [20] have also developed a damage initiation model, i.e. cracking of SiC particles,
as a fracture mechanism of SiC/Al composites.
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Fig.1 Fracture toughness as a function of "process" zone size. When VNG

mechanism is active the process zone size is equated with the average spacing,
s,between void nucleating particles(Gerberich, Ref.[16]). Various forms of
equation(l) are employed by Gerberich to predict the fracture toughness

values (solid and dashed lines) and compare them with the experimental data

reported by Schwalbe and Spitzig.

If the fracture of SiC could initiate fracture, then the fracture of SiC should aid
in the propagation of the crack. It has been shown that large intermetallic inclusions

can act as a fracture initiation site in SiC/Al composites [A]. However, in an
experiment to measure the bond strength between SiC and Al, a tensile sample of

99.99% Al was fabricated which contained a 3 mm diameter sphere of SiC in the center
of the gage section. The gage section was 25 mm long and had a diameter of 6 mm.
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I When the sample was tested, shortly after macro-yielding, the SiC sphere fractured
perpendicular to the tensile axis with a small drop in load. The test was continued and
the sample finally failed, but the sample did NOT fail by extension of the crack in the
SiC into the Al matrix, even though there was a 25% reduction in the cross sectional
area as a result of the fractured SiC sphere. The sample failed at another place in the
gage length [22].

Another factor which should be examined in a consideration of the fracture

toughness of DMMC is difference in the microstructure of the matrix alloy ( in the
composite ) vs the microstructure of non-reinforced matrix alloy. The mincrostructure of
the composite matrix is almost the same as a cold worked microstructure. The
composite matrix microstructure has a higher dislocation density than the cold worked

Smatrix alloy. In the specific case of 20 V% SiCp/1100 composite (5pm SiC particles) the
dislocation density is higher than that of 1100 Al cold rolled (rolled at room

I temperature) 95 % reduction in thickness. Therefore, it is probably only meaningful to
compare the fractr," toughness of DMMC with cold worked matrix alloy [23].

In the rernmainder of this paper, , a discussion will be undertaken of the three

major points raised in the introduction.

2. Particle Size Dependance
In the investigation by Flom and Arsenault [24], compact tension samples (CTS)

I were tested using the single specimen J-integral test method per ASTM standard E 813.
Also, the energy separation technique (EST) was utilized as an additional tool in the

I load-unload records analysis [25]. The EST enables one to obtain values of plastic, I,
and elastic, G, contributions to the total value of J-integral. It implies that the area
under the load vs displacement curve which corresponds to the work done by external

force can be separated into the stored elastic strain (potential) energy, Us, the elastic
energy, UE, released during crack extension, and plastic energy, Up, dissipated during
the crack extension, as schematically shown in Fig.2. A more detailed description of
the EST can be found elsewhere [25]. The rate of plastic energy dissipation, I =

1/BndUp/da, and the elastic energy release rate, G = 1/BndUE/da, represent the
plastic and elastic parts of the J-integral, i.e. J = I + G, where Bn is we thickness of

the CTS between the side groove and a is the crack length. Crack initiation fracture
toughness can be determined as [25]

KIC = (1-- )' (2)

I.,2



I

where Ec is the composite Young's modulus and v is the Poisson ratio (v = 0.31). Also
a direct evaluation of KIQ is possible by taking maximum load Pm from the

load-unload record and substituting into the expression[26]

Pmf(a/w)

K Bn(wI3

where W is the width of the CTS as shown in Fig.5.4(a) and values of f(a/w) are readily
available. Crack growth fracture toughness is evaluated by a dimensionless tearing
modulus, T, which is equal to [27]

ST = EcdJ(4
T=- (4)

Oy' daIy
where Oy is the composite yield stress and dJ/da is the slope of the stable crack
extension portion of J vs a plot constructed in accordance with ASTM E813. Crack
extension was determined by using the unloading compliance technique [271. In order
to verify the calculated crack extension values, the tested CTS were exposed to elevated

temperature and then fractured (heat tinting method). Experimentally measured crack
lengths were found to be within 5-10% from the values calculated by a compliance

technique.
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j Crack initiation fracture toughness measured as KIC and KIQ is plotted as a

function of the average SiC particle size and shown in Fig.3. The fact that both KIC

I and KIQ show the same trend, i.e. no dependence on the size of the SiC particles,

increases the confidence in the results obtained and supports the energy separation

1method as a new and powerful tool.
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Fig.3 Crack initiation fracture toughness of SiC/Al composites measured as KIC as a

function of average SiC particle size.
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The numerical difference (KIC - 18 MPa- mX, and KIQ - 23 MPa. mX) between
the values of KIC and KIQ can be explained as follows. A finite notch with a root

I radius of - 150pm was machined in CTS in order to start the crack (in contrast with
ASTM E 399 requirement of a fatigue precracking to form a geometrically sharp

I crack). Thus it is reasonable to related to the microstructure. Substituting values for
KIC(r) = 23 MPa. mx', KIC = 18 MPa. m% and r - 150 pm, we obtain c = 20 Pm.
This value is within the range of the microcracking ahead of the crack tip in a 2.4 ptm

average SiC particle size composite.
Initiation fracture toughness of a 250 pim SiC/Al composite is almost a factor of 2

less than the rest of the tested composites. This is apparently due to the premature
cracking of 250 prm SiC particles.

Crack growth fracture toughness defined as tearing modulus, T versus the average
size of SiC particles is plotted in Fig.4. The increase of the crack growth toughness with

an increase of the SiC particle size means that more energy is dissipated during crack
extension in the composite with a larger size of SiC particles.
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Fig.4 Crack growth fracture toughness of SiC/Al composites measured as T as a

function of average particle size at a constant volume fraction of 20%.
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I The above experimental results indicate that crack initiation fracture toughness
KIC is independent of the SiC particle size (within the range of SiC sizes tested). In
order to understand this result it is instructive to consider local energy dissipation
mechanisms associated with the crack extension in SiC/Al composite. We are using the
term "local" to emphasize the area in the vicinity of the crack tip. The plastic
deformation in the bulk of the SiC/AI specimen is not included since it is separated out
by using the energy separation technique (EST).

The elastic energy release rate G consists of the several terms that account for
energy dissipation. These terms can be identified as

G = ^Ys + "•v + 7YPLzone + 1CTS (6)I
where 'Ys is the energy consumed in creation of the new surfaces, "Yv is the energy

consumed in the formation of the void sheet, 7YPLzone is the energy dissipated into
plastic deformation around the crack tip and -jCTS represents crack tip shielding
effects described by Ritchie and Yu [28].

It can be shown, that most of the energy is absorbed within the plastic zone
around the crack tip (Y PI..zone). In order to estimate this energy one has to know the
distribution of the plastic strain in a direction perpendicular to the direction of crack
propagation [29]. The data indicates that in the region immediately adjacent to the
crack the plastic strain is large, as evidenced by very large dislocation density [30]. Also
it was observed that the dislocation density is the same in the immediate region of
fracture for two different volume fractions of SiC reinforcements [30] (SiC particle size

was the same). Based on these results we can assume that as the particle size increases,
i.e. an interparticle spacing increases (V = const.), the density of dislocation in the
immediate region of the crack remains the same. Therefore -f PLzone is independent of

particle size.
The increase in crack growth fracture toughness (measured as I and T) with an

increase of the SiC particle size can be treated on the basis of the relationship between
the dislocation density and the spacing of the SiC particles demonstrated by Arsenault
and Shi [31]. From their work one can see that the increase in the tearing modulus with
an increase in particle size is the result of the increased plastic deformation that can be

accommodated in the matrix as the interparticle spacing increases.

The data discussed above can not support a mechanism based on VNG at the

interface of SiC and the matrix [18, 32] for these mechanism predict and increase in
KIC with an increase in particle size at a constant volume fraction. Also, the damage
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I mechanism of Embury et al. [20] which predicts on increase in particle cracking with an

increase in particle size. This would suggest as the particle size increases the fracture

I toughness should decrease. This indeed happens when very larger particles are

involved i.e. 250 pm particle size. However, in the particle size range of 0.5-20 Pm there

is no decrease in KIC, which would indicate that particle cracking is playing a very small

role in the fracture process.

U 3. Separation Mode

As discussed in the introduction, the mode of crack propagation is area of some

controversy. An investigation was undertaken to determine how the crack propagates

[33]. Precracked, polished compact tension samples (CTS) loaded in a mini-tensile

I stage within the scanning electron microscope. The stage was capable of incrementally

loading the CTS, which allowed examination of the crack tip under load.

The crack tip region was then photographed, produce a map for the purpose of

determining where and which of the SiC particles were fractured. Then, the crack was

advanced by loading the sample, and then rephotographed.

Composite samples containing various size of SiC particulates were investigated;

however, only a few of them will be considered here.

The specific case to be discussed in detail is a composite containing 20 V% 8 pim

SiC particles. After the crack had been propagated a considerable distance, the crack

has stopped in front of a rather large particle (Fig.5). Continued loading of the sample

results in no apparent change in the crack, except that the crack tip has opened further.

The crack opening is extremely small; even at a distance of 5 to 10 pm behind the crack

tip, the crack opening displacements is < 1 pm and probably < 0.1 prm. Also, the large

I particle at the tip of the crack did not fracture, the crack proceeded around the large

particle.

Upon further loading of the sample, as shown in Fig.6, the crack tip has stopped

somewhere in front of a particle which apparently is cracked in three different

locations. The crack proceeds, as shown in Fig.7, through one of preexisting cracks in

I the cracked sample. Figures 8 and 9 are continuations of the crack.

From a consideration of the above experimental results it is obvious that there are

differences with some of the previously generated data on the fracture characteristics of

SiC/Al composites, but these differences can be rcadily accounted for. Also, a clearer

explanation of some of the previous data is now possible.
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V% 8 •m SiC particulate/i1100 Al matrix composite.I
The previous data from matching fracture surfaces and unloaded propagated

I cracks supported the concept that fracture of SiC particles in front of the advancing

crack played a significant role in the fracture process and can be readily explained or
i accounted for. The above mentioned previous data is based on the examination ofI postmortem samples. T'he basic problem associated with examining postmortem

samples is that it is impossible to know whether the SiC particle or whisker was broken
I due to processing prior to the actual fracture test. In the present investigation there

was no case where it could be shown that the advancing crack resulted in the fracture of
I SiC particles.

It was clearly observed that as the crack advances, it has a distinct preference to
I proceed through existing cracked SiC particles. This would be entirely logical, since

with the crack advancing through existing cracked SiC particles there is no need to
i create two new surfaces since they already exist. Therefore, matching fracture surfaces

would have a matching "fractured" SiC particle. Also, the observation by Flora and
Arsenault [24] that the number of SiC particles along the fracture path is greater than a

I random line through the composites is simply a consequence that the crack would

rather propagate through an existing cracked (fractured) SiC particle.

AI
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Fig.6 A scanning electron microscope micrograph of a propagation of a crack of a 20

I p

3 Fig.7 A scanning electron microscope micrograph of a propagation of a crack of a 20

V% 8 pm SiC particulate/I1100 almatrix composite.
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In terms of the sharpness of the crack tip in the composites, i.e., lack of crack tip
blunting, this can be traced back to the lack of plastic deformation which does not occur

in these composites. In order to have crack tip blunting, it is necessary to have in-plane
plastic deformation. If plastic deformation in the crack tip region (which can occur) is
very small, there will be no blunting. Considering a very simple case, if the crack was
initially very sharp and then blunted to a crack tip opening displacement of 2 Am, as in

the case of the cold rolled 6061 Al alloy, the effective plastic strain required would be

15 - 30% as obtained by McMeeking [34] in an FEM investigation of crack tip blunting.
It may be argued that the analysis of McMeeking is not valid since his analysis is for a

stationary crack. The cracks in the SiC/Al composite propagate in a discontinuous
manner. The major component of this effective plastic strain is a tensile strain

perpendicular to the crack plane. However, Davidson [35] believes that the tensile
I strain is very small in SiC/Al composites. The tensile strain is small due to the elastic

constraint of the high modulus (in comparison to Al) SiC particulate present in the
composite, and the fact that the matrix within the composite has a very high dislocation

density, i.e., equivalent to a highly cold worked condition.
Even though the 6061 Al alloy was cold rolled 75%, it is still possible to have

significant plastic strain occurring at the crack tip in the plane-stress condition. Prior to
slicing the sample in half, the crack propagates in a nearly plain-strain condition. As a

result of the greater plastic strain, there is significant crack tip opening (several orders
of magnitude) in comparison to the SiC/Al composites.

The lack of void nucleation and growth at the SiC matrix interface is more than
likely due to a very high bond strength [36] between SiC and Al.

4. Matrix Microstructure Effect
A general observation is that fracture toughness of a metal or alloy decrease with

increase in cold work. In other words, the fracture toughness is generally greater than
the annealed condition as compared to the cold worked condition.

The microstructure of the matrix of an annealed or precipitation hardened SiC/Al
composite is similar to matrix cold worked 90 %. This would suggest that if the matrix
material was cold worked 90 %, then the fracture toughness of the matrix material
would be comparable to that of the 20 V% SiCp/AI alloy composite.

A preliminary investigation showed (Table 1) that cold rolling 6061 Al alloy to
69% resulted in nearly a factor of two reduction in KIC, and in the case of 139% cold

rolling there is further reduction in KIC. At this level the KIC value of the cold rolled

matrix alloy is comparable to the 20 V% SiCp/6061 Al alloy composite.

I
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* Table I
* Fracture toughness vs cold work

Material Percentage of KIC

cold work MPa.mX

6061 A1 T6 0 43
6061 A] T6 15 31
6061 Al T6 69 27
6061 Al T6 139 -20

I
In another investigation [37] in which correlation between KIC and yield stress

was determined, it was shown that as the yield stress increased (due to cold work) the
fracture toughness decreased. At a yield stress (of the cold worked matrix alloy)
corresponding to yield stress of 20 V% SiCp/6061 Al alloy composite, the cold work
6061 Al alloy has the same KIC value as the 20 V% SiCp/6061 Al alloy composite.

5. Conclusions

From a consideration of the data discussed above, it possible to arrive at several

conclusions.

1. An increase of SiC particle size did not improve KIC fracture toughness of
SiC/AI composite. KIC was independent of SiC particle size up to 20 Prn average size.

2. The crack growth toughness, i.e. the tearing modulus and plastic work,
increased as the SiC particle size increased.

3. No evidence of void nucleation at SiC particles was found.
4. SiC/Al composite is a more complicated system than it appears: (1) the sites of

void nucleation were not well defined, and (2) the two alternative ways of increasing
interparticle spacing did not produce the same results:

* If the particle size was constant, and the volume fraction was increased and
spacing decreased, then KIC decreased.

* If the particle size and spacing were increased, and volume fraction was held

constant, then KIC remained constant.



5. The crack appears to go around intact SiC particles leaving a distinct outer
coati- on the SiC particles which is in agreement with in situ TEM investigations of
crack propagation in this particular material.

6. The observance of cracking of the SiC particles in front of the crack tip due to
the advance of the crack tip is a rare event. If there are preexisting fractured SiC
particles, the crack proceeds through the precracked SiC particles.

7. The crack tip opening displacement at the crack tip and 5-15 pm behind the
crack tip as it initially propagates in the composites containing 2.4-20 Jm size SiC

particles was extremely small, i.e., less than 0.1 prm.
8. An important factor where considering the fracture toughness of SiC/AI composites
is that matrix has a high dislocation density and a small subgrain size, even where the
composite is in the annealed condition. Therefore the matrix of the composite can be
equated to a cold worked condition. Cold working always reduce the fracture

toughness.
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Influence of the Thermally Induced Plasticity and
Residual Stresses on the Deformation of SiC/Al

Composites

N. Shi and R. J. Arsenault

ABSTRACT

The Finite Element Method (FEM) was employed to investigate the matrix plastic flow
in a whisker reinforced SiC/Al composite under external tensile load. It was found that
the plastic zone induced by the plastic relaxation of thermal stresses expands under the

external tensile load. The overall matrix plastic flow was characterized by the expansion
and interconnection of the plastic zones around whiskers. This process can be divided
into several characteristic stages, and related to the global stress-strain relationship. It
was also found that composite asymmetric constitutive response to external tensile and
compressive loads as well as the composite asymmetric Bauschinger behavior was due to
the thermally induced plasticity and residual stresses.

1 INTRODUCTION

Arsenault et al. proposed that a high dislocation density due to the difference in
coefficients of thermal expansion (ACTE) should account for the strengthening of com-
posites [1] Miller et al. suggested that the strengthening of SiC/Al composites may
result from the Orowan mechanism [2]. However, it is still unclear as how the thermally
induced plasticity affects the evolution of the matrix plastic flow which is important to
the understanding of the composite strengthening.

When SiC/Al composites are subjected to either a tensile or compressive load, their
constitutive behavior is distinctly different. It was generally found that the compressive
yield strength of these composites was larger than that of the tensile yield strength,
while the apparent Young's modulus for compression was smaller than that for tension
[3]. If a material is initially plastically deformed in tension, then reverse deformed in
compression, a difference in stress is required to initiate plastic deformation in the reverse
cycle. Usually, the magnitude of the yield stress in the reverse cycle is less than the flow
stress in the forward cycle. This reduction in stress (or the strain necessary to reach
the previous level of flow stress) is defined as the Bauschinger Effect. In the case of
monolithic Al, the direction of initial deformation (i.e., tensile or compressive) does not
have any influence on the Bauschinger Effect. The SiC/Al composites, however, exhibit
a remarkable characteristic, i.e., the flow stress drop (or alternatively, the Bauschinger
strain) is larger when the composite deforms in a compression-tension sequence than vise
versa [3].

In this investigation, FEM modeling was performed on the evolution of matrix plastic
flow of a SiC whisker (SiCw) reinforced annealed 6061 Al by monitoring the load-induced

IN. Shi and R. J. Arsenault, graduate student and professor, respectively, Metallurgical Materials

Laboratory, Department of Materials and Nuclear Engineering, University of Maryland, College Park,
I MD 20742-2115.



changes of the plastic zone generated by ACTE, and then a correlation was determined
between the matrix microplastic flow and the global composite tensile stress-strain curve.
Based on the knowledge of the evolution of the matrix plasticity, a fundamental quest
leading to an understanding of the asymmetric composite constitutive behavior was ini-
tiated, especially the asymmetric apparent Young's modulus and the Bauschinger Effect.

2 FEM ANALYSIS

In this investigation, a 2-D plane strain FEM thermo-elasto-plastic analysis was per-
formed, in which the Von Mises yield criteria and the incremental flow rule were employed
[4]. The composite was assumed to be a 2-D infinite periodic array of hexagonally dis-
tributed SiC whiskers of 20V% embedded in the matrix (or the staggered array), as
shown in Fig. 1. An aspect ratio of four was selected. This value is a typical average
from experimental observations [5, 6]. Due to symmetry conditions, a unit cell, as shown
in Fig. 1, may be selected. The details of the boundary conditions along the unit cell
boundary were published elsewhere [7].

To account for the thermally generated plasticity due to cooling from the annealing
temperature, a temperature change, AT, was applied to the FEM unit cell. The materials
properties were obtained from Ref. [8, 9] During modeling, neither thermal gradient nor
matrix creep was considered. Due to a large ACTE, thermally induced matrix plastic
flow from AT = 480°C is likely to spread over the entire matrix. To better understand
the evolutioa of the matrix plasticity, two temperature changes of AT = 30 and 480°C
were employed, respectively.

It has been reported previously that the matrix longitudinal thermal residual stress is
compressive at the tip of the whisker, and tensile in the rest of the matrix [101. Therefore,
in the current analysis, the matrix is categorized into two different zones: the initial
compressive and tensile zones at the tip of and along the longitudinal sides of the whiskers,
respectively. The schematics of this partition is shown in Fig. 1.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 THE BEHAVIOR OF THE PLASTIC ZONE

Following the temperature change of AT = 30°C, longitudinal loading is applied to
AB (in Fig. 1) incrementally. Fig. 2 shows the behavior of the thermally induced matrix
plastic zone in a 20V% composite under external tensile loading. In this diagram, the
locations of plastic zone boundary are plotted at different load levels, the label on each
line represents the level of the applied traction in MPa, The hatched side of the line
represents matrix that is currently plastically deforming, and we refer this enclosure as
the plastic zone. Prior to external loading, the matrix has partially plastically deformed
around the whisker due to plastic relaxation of the thermal stresses. When a tensile
load is imposed, the shape of the plastic zone changes. It expands along the longitudinal
whisker-matrix interface, while unloading from the initial residual compression occurs at
the tip of the whisker.

As the applied load increases, plastic zones around two adjacent whiskers attract each
other. This is characterized by the bowing-out of the plastic zone boundary shown in
Fig. 2 when applied stress reaches 35.5 MPa.

When the external load reaches about 36 MPa, the plastic zone boundaries intercon-
nect along BC. Upon further load increases (e.g. to 44 MPa in Fig. 2), the only part of
the matrix behaving elastically is at the tip of the whisker where it is still going through
unloading and loading in reverse direction with respect to the compressive longitudinal
thermal residual stress. When the internal stresses gradually reach the matrix flow stress,
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Figure 1. Schematics of an unit cell taken Figure 2. Sequence of the plastic zone ex-
from an infinite hexagonally distributed ar- pansion in the matrix of a 20V% whisker re-ray. In this unit cell, the boundary between inforced SIC-6061 Al composite with a ther-the initial compressive and tensile zones is mal history of AT = 30*C. An external
shown. load in MPa is applied incrementally.

t he plastic zone starts to propagate into the initial compressive zone. The emergence of
the load-induced plastic flow in the initial compressive zone then breaks the remainingS~elastic region into two "elastic pockets" -- one immediately next to the matrix-whisker
interface at the tip of the whisker, the other some distance away from the corner of thewhisker.

To summarize, the entire process of plastic zone expansion can be divided into fourS~stages: (1) plastic zone expansion in the initial tensile zone; (2) plastic zone intercon-
nection along the cell boundary BE-'% (3) overcomnun the compressive thermal residual9tresses at the tip of the whisker; (4) fragmentation of the elastic matrix to form remnantelastic pockets at SiCw tip surrounded by the matrix plastic flow.The matrix microplasticity is also correlated to the composite mechanical properties.Fig. 3 shows the initial portion of the stress-strain curve produced by FEM, and how it isrelated to the plastic zone expansion process. At the start, the stress-strain relationship isapproximately linear. However, because of the thermally induced plasticity in the matrix,the thermally induced plastic zone expands even within this approximately linear regionas shown in Fig. 2. As the plastic zones attract to ec oter and interconnect, theSstress-stra~in curve goes quickly out of the approximate linearity. Once the entire initial
tensile zone is plastically deforming, the slope of the stress-strain curve approaches aconstant again (Fig. 3). This is due to the fact that the rate of propagation of theS~plastic zone boundary is greatly reduced because of the ongoing process of overcoming
the compressive residual stress in the initial compressive zone.As the load further increases, onset of the composite global yielding is characterizedby the formation of the remnant elastic pockets. At .2% yield stress, the entire matrix isSplastically deforming except within the elastic pocket awyfrom the conrof the wikr

3 wa coneIwhiskr
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Figure 7. Stress-strain curves under tension Figure 8. FEM prediction of the
and compression predicted by the FEM, Bauschinger stress factor, ab, as a function
where the apparent young's modulus of the of the applied forward strain, where ab is
composite is higher when it is uder tension, larger if the forward load is in compression,whereas the yield strength is greater when and the initial value of ab is negative.

it is under compression.

As will be seen during the remainder of this study, the final location of the remaining
elastic zone is a strong function of reinforcement concentration. The correlation of each
stage of the plastic zone expansion with the stress-strain relationship is shown in Fig. 4.

For AT = 480°C, which is a more realistic temperature change when cooling from the
annealing temperature, the evolution of the matrix plasticity is shown in Fig. 5, where
the same convention, as employed in Fig. 2, is used. Due to a larger AT, the thermally
induced plastic flow has spread over the entire matrix prior to any external loading. As
compared with the cooling of AT = 30°C, the development of matrix plasticity due to a
tensile load is the same in characteristics except that the first two stages of the plastic
zone expansion occur during "thermal loading", which leads to that the changes of the
matrix plasticity is concentrated at the tip of the whiskers.

Fig. 6 shows the predicted stress-strain curve of the composite along with the corre-
sponding characteristics of the plastic zone. Comparing with Fig. 3, t e "proportional
limit" is considerably smaller, the difference comes from the fact that, for AT = 480°C,
the matrix is experiencing a different stage of plastic zone expansion. When the initial
loading is applied within the approximate proportional limit, the matrix is unloading
in the initial compressive zone, where the boundary of the plastic zone is insensitive to
the external deformation. However, it takes significantly more additional work to spread
the deformation-induced plasticity to reach the stage of fragmentation of remnant elastic
matrix. This is due to the increase of compressive residual stress and the amount of
thermally induced work hardening when AT is larger, i.e., the thermally induced dislo-
cations due to ACTE.

3.2 COMPOSITE ASYMMETRIC CONSTITUTIVE BEHAVIOR AND THE THER-
MALLY INDUCED PLASTIC FLOW

Fig. 7 displays the uniaxial stress-strain curves generated by FEM when a 20V% com-
posite is under tensile and compressive loads, respectively. Fig. 8 shows the Bauschinger
stress factor, ab, as a function of the applied forward strain. Here, the Bauschinger stress
factor is defined as ab = aF -a , where aF and aR represent the forward and reverse
flow stresses, respectively. In this figure, ab is consistently larger when forward applied
stress is in compression. These results match the observations by Arsenault et al. [3].
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In addition, FEM analysis also predicts that the Bauschinger stress factor is initiallynegative (ab < 0), which means that there is an initial reverse strain hardening ratherthan normally observed reverse strain softening.

3.2.1 Asymmetric Apparent Young's Modulus

It is commonly believed that the asymmetric composite apparent Young's modulus is
related to the asymmetric development of the shear stresses at the interface near the tip
of the whisker [11, 12]. From FEM modeling, Levy et al. found that the interfacial ther-
mal residual shear stress near the end of the whisker increases with compressive loading,
and decreases with tensile loading [12]. Therefore, they argued that micro-plastic flow
induced by the asymmetric development of the shear stress near the longitudinal interface
produces early micro-yielding during compressive loading, so that the apparent Young's
modulus is lower. However, this theory cannot explain how the asymmetric development
of matrix shear stress leads to a higher compressive composite yield strength as shown
in Fig. 7.

On initial tensile deformation, the development of the interfacial shear stresses induces
unloading in the matrix. However, from the evolution of the matrix plastic flow shown
in Fig. 5, the effect of such unloading is restricted to the immediate proximity along
the longitudinal interface near the tip of the whisker, and its influence remains at small

applied load, e.g., at a load as small as 2.2 MPa, the plastic zone starts t,, expand toward
the tip of the whisker.

Fig. 9 shows the characteristics of the plastic zone under a compressive load. Compar-
ing the morphologies of the plastic zone under tensile and compressive loading, respec-tively, as shown in Figs. 5 and 10, the unit cell may be divided into three distinct regions:

I



elastic, plastic deforming regions and the whisker. Fig. 10 display an idealization based
on this partition. If we consider the two stiffer regions to be an imaginary phase, we
may define the morphology of the initial development of matrix plastic zone under ten-

I sion and compression as pseudo-isostrain and pseudo-isostress conditions, respectively,
in reference to the isostrain and isostress loading.

For isostrain condition:

For isostress condition: E. Ei(1 - V2) + E2V. 
(1)

EIE2  (2)
(1 - V 2 )E 2 + El V 2

(2

where Ei (i = 1,2) and E, are the Young's moduli of constituent phase i and the
composite, respectively. Vi is the volume fraction of constituent phase i.

For the pseudo-isostrain model (Fig. 10), the stiffness can be evaluated by substituting
Eq. 1 with the equaticrs shown below:

I E =VEl + (1 - V)E,. (3)

E2 = E,.,, (4)

I where VO' corresponds to the volume fraction of the plastic zone in the pseudo-isostress
model; E,. and E,, are the Young's moduli of the matrix and whisker, respectively; Emp is
the matrix work hardening rate. Substitute Eqs. 3 and 4 into Eq. 1 and consider V2 = VP`
where VP corresponds to the volume fraction of the plastic zone in the pseudo-isostrain
model, the modulus, E,, of the pseudo-isostrain model can be obtained:

I - (1 VP)Ew'E +(E 1 = V- E.,, + (I - V; )E,, + E,.pVp

I For the pseudo-isostress model (Fig. 10), El = (1 - V,,)E,• + VpcE,,m, E2 = Emp, and
V2 = VO. Substitute E, and E2 into Eq. 2, we obtain:

IE = (I - Vp)E.E,.p + VE,,E,mE(6
(l - V)E,.p + (I - VV ) V/ E.+ VVE, (6)

where E" is the modulus for the pseudo-isostress condition. Considering material prop-
erties: E;m = 68.3 GPa; E,. = 2.08 GPa; E. = 483 GPa [9], and for a unit cell shown in
Fig. I which corresponds to a 20V% composite, we obtain E_' = 9.887 GPa; ER = 50.09
GPa, i.e., Ec' > E,". The magnitude of the asymmetry of the Young's modulus is ex-
aggerated because, as compared with that of the actual plastic zone shown in Fig. 9,
the morphology of the plastic zone shown in Fig. 10 during compression leads to a lower
bound for the composite stiffness.

From this result, it can be seen that the asymmetric apparent composite Young's
modulus is due to an asymmetric plastic zone expansion which induces isostress or isos-
train type of loading. This process continues until the morphology of the plastic zone can
no longer be represented by the idealization shown in Fig. 10, that is, when the applied
stress is approaching the composite yield stress.

3.2.2 Asymmetric Bauschinger Effect

In explaining the phenomenon of asymmetric Bauschinger stress factor, the "back



stress" model can be modified [13], in which the forward (a'j) and reverse (aff) flowI stresses can be expressed as:

IF1 = ay + AaF + IAoj (7)

I ki1 = ay, _AR + IAafhl (8)

where a. is the yield strength; AacF and Aa are the contributions of the back stress
during forward and reverse cycle, respectively; Aaz h is the plastic friction.

From Eq. 7 and 8, the Bauschinger stress factor can be expressed as: ab = a'F --

1oR71 = AaF + AaR. Approximating the back stress as the matrix residual stress, we

obtain the following equations:

F

Ao' _--(a' (9)

ab -Ku = -C(cJF J 1 (10)

where (ar ) is the thermal residual stress; C(Jr) is a function of forward applied strain,
Fe. (r') represents the changes of residual stress induced by the external deformation.

Then the Bauschinger stress factor is

lZb - [1 + C(eF)] 4F

Considering C(JF) = 1 - k,- + Q(jF), where k > 0, and O(,F) represents the terms

with higher order than eF. For the first order approximation, O(CF) may be neglected,
that is, C(eF) = 1 - keF. Substituting C into Eq. 11, we obtain:

m ab 6 (keY- F2) C-(a (12)

Eq. 12 reflects the general trend of the changes predicted by the FEM shown in Fig. 8.
For tension-compression loading scheme (eF > 0),

I <0 CF<2.; (13)

For compression-tension loading scheme (eF < 0), Ub > 0. In both cases, dI- --
I!

4 CONCLUSIONS

From the above analysis, the following conclusions can be reached:
(1) The evolution of the matrix plasticity in a whisker reinforced SiC/Al composite

is characterized by the expansion and interconnection of the thermally induced plastic
zones.

(2) The process of plastic zone expansion can be divided into four different stages.
Plastic zone expansion in the initial tensile zone; plastic zone interconnection in the
initial compressive zone; overcoming the longitudinal compressive matrix thermal residual
stress at the tip of the whisker; and the fragmentation of the remnant elastic matrix into

m pockets.



(3) The onset of global yielding is characterized by the fragmentation of the remnant
elastic matrix at the tip of the whisker, where isolated remnant elastic pockets remain.

(4) The composite asymmetric constitutive behavior, the asymmetric Bauschinger ef-
fect and the apparent Young's modulus, can be related to the asymmetric matrix plastic
flow due to the thermally induced plasticity and residual stresses.
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